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‘We will make electricity so cheap that only the rich will burn candles.’
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Summary
Solar cells based on thin organic / inorganic heterofilms are currently in the focus of
research, since they represent promising candidates for cost-efficient photovoltaic energy
conversion. In this type of cells, charges are separated at a heterointerface between
dissimilar electrode materials. These materials either absorb light themselves, or they
are sensitized by an additional absorber layer at the interface.
The present work investigates photovoltaic cells which are composed of nanoporous
TiO2 combined with conjugated polymers and semiconductor quantum dots (QDs).
The method of layer-by-layer self-assembly of oppositely charged nanoparticles and
polymers is used for the fabrication of such devices. This method allows to fabricate
nanoporous films with controlled thicknesses in the range of a few hundred nanometers
to several micrometers. Investigations with scanning electron (SEM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM) reveal that the surface morphology of the films depends only on
the chemical structure of the polyions used in the production process, and not on their
molecular weight or conformation. From dye adsorption at the internal surface of the
electrodes one can estimate that the internal surface area of a 1µm thick film is up to
120 times larger than the projection plane. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
is used to demonstrate that during the layer-by-layer self-assembly at least 40% of the
TiO2 surface is covered with polymers. This feature allows to incorporate polythiophene
derivatives into the films and to use them as sensitizers for TiO2. Further, electrodes
containing CdSe or CdTe quantum dots (QDs) as sensitizers are fabricated.
For the fabrication of photovoltaic cells the layer-by-layer grown films are coated with
an additional polymer layer, and Au back electrodes are evaporated on top. The cells
are illuminated through transparent doped SnO2 front electrodes. The I/V curves of
all fabricated cells show diode behaviour in the dark and a pronounced photovoltaic
effect in simulated sunlight. Measurements of the photocurrent action spectra of the
devices reveal that the charge injection efficiencies of the absorbers are different. While
CdSe QDs effectively sensitize TiO2, CdTe QDs do not. This finding is attributed to
iii
different strengths of the charge carrier confinement in the QDs.
The power conversion efficiency is optimized and the charge transport is investigated by
a variation of the cell structure with respect to the layer thicknesses and composition.
Comparisons with simulated diode I/V curves show that the efficiencies of the cells
investigated here are limited by high internal resistances of the cells.
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Zusammenfassung
Solarzellen aus organisch / anorganischen Dünnschichtmaterialien sind Gegenstand der
aktuellen Forschung und gelten als aussichtsreiche Kandidaten für eine kostengünstige
photovoltaische Energieumwandlung. Bei diesem Zelltyp geschieht Ladungstrennung
an der Grenzschicht zweier unterschiedlicher Elektrodenmaterialien, die entweder selbst
Licht absorbieren oder durch eine zusätzliche Absorberschicht an der Grenzfläche sensi-
bilisiert werden.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden photovoltaische Zellen untersucht, die sich aus nano-
porösem TiO2 sowie konjugierten Polymeren und Halbleiter-Quantenpunkten (QP)
zusammensetzen. Zum Aufbau der Zellen wird die schichtweise, alternierende Adsorp-
tion entgegengesetzt geladener Nanopartikel und Polyionen verwendet. Diese Methode
erlaubt die Herstellung nanoporöser Filme mit kontrollierten Dicken im Bereich von
wenigen hundert Nanometern bis zu mehreren Mikrometern. Rasterelektronen- (SEM)
und rasterkraftmikroskopische (AFM) Untersuchungen zeigen, dass die Oberflächen-
morphologie der Schichten nur von der chemischen Struktur der verwendeten Polymere
abhängt, nicht dagegen von ihrem Molekulargewicht und ihrer Konformation. Durch die
Adsorption von Farbstoffen an der inneren Oberfläche der Elektroden kann abgeschätzt
werden, dass die interne Fläche bei 1µm Schichtdicke bis zu 120 mal größer ist als
die Grundfläche. Mit Hilfe von Röntgen-Photoelektronenspektroskopie (XPS) wird
gezeigt, dass beim Schichtaufbau mindestens 40% der TiO2-Oberfläche mit Polymeren
bedeckt wird. Dieser Umstand ermöglicht den Einbau von Polythiophen-Derivaten in
die Filme und ihre Verwendung als Sensibilisatoren für TiO2. Außerdem werden Elek-
troden hergestellt, die neben TiO2 kolloidale CdSe- oder CdTe-QP als Sensibilisatoren
enthalten.
Zur Herstellung photovoltaischer Zellen werden die schichtweise produzierten Hetero-
filme mit einem zusätzlichen Polymerfilm versehen und anschließend Au-Elektroden
aufgedampft. Die Beleuchtung erfolgt durch transparente Frontelektroden aus dotierten
SnO2-Schichten. Die Strom-Spannungs-Kennlinien aller so hergestellten Zellen zeigen
v
im Dunkeln eine Diodencharakteristik und bei Beleuchtung mit simuliertem Sonnen-
licht einen ausgeprägten photovoltaischen Effekt. Die Messung der Photoströme bei
unterschiedlichen Anregungswellenlängen ergibt für verschiedene Sensibilisatoren unter-
schiedliche Effizienzen der Ladungsträgererzeugung. Während TiO2 durch CdSe-QP
effektiv sensibilisiert wird, ist dies für CdTe-QP nicht der Fall. Dies wird auf die unter-
schiedlich starke Lokalisierung der Ladungsträger in den QP zurückgeführt.
Durch eine Variation der Zellstruktur hinsichtlich der Dicken und der Zusammensetzung
der einzelnen Schichten wird die Konversionseffizienz optimiert und die Effizienz des
Ladungstransports untersucht. Vergleiche mit simulierten Diodenkennlinien ergeben,
dass bei den hier untersuchten Zellen eine zu geringe Leitfähigkeit der nanoporösen
Schichten die Konversionseffizienz auf 0,02% limitiert.
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1.1 Fossil resources and the global supply of energy
The economies of developed countries have been dependent on the consumption of fossil
fuels ever since the beginning of the industrialization in the late 18th century, when
fossil coal replaced timber as the prime source of energy for steel production [1]. In
2004, coal, petroleum, and natural gas still accounted for 80% of the global supply of
primary energy. The economic development in the industrialized and especially in the
developing countries is expected to increase the demand for primary energy further in
the coming decades, since efficiency improvements in the use of energy will not be a
sufficient compensation [2]. It is desirable for both economic and environmental reasons
that alternative non-fossil sources of energy will be available to meet the future demand.
Fossil resources of energy are limited. The most economic reservoirs are depleting and
more costly ones have to be exploited, ending the abundance of cheap primary energy
that has been driving the industrialization process [3]. If the future supply of primary
energy still relies on fossil fuels, then the inevitable price increase of this resource
will seriously affect the economic system of the industrialized world [4]. Also, energy
supply is a crucial issue for the development and the reduction of poverty in agricultural
societies in, e.g., sub-Saharan Africa, that cannot be solved with centralized systems
based on fossil fuel powered plants and wide area power grids [5]. Low population
densities and scarce natural resources make decentralized, environmentally friendly,
and economic sources of energy a necessity.
Furthermore, the release of carbon dioxide from fossil fuel combustion into the atmo-
sphere is today accepted as the primary cause of the global warming trend observed
1
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over the last decades [6, 7], as well as of an increase of ocean acidity threatening life in
the largest natural habitat and food source [8, 9]. An effective protection of the global
climate and of the agricultural resources and water supplies of the earth will require a
dramatic reduction of the consumption of fossil fuels. As a substitute for fossil fuels,
sustainable energy supplies with a closed carbon cycle or free of CO2 emission have to
be introduced on a large scale.
1.2 Photovoltaics as a renewable energy source
Under the impression of environmental and economic challenges, sustainable means of
energy supply have been developed. They include hydroelectric, ocean wave, tidal,
wind, solar thermal, photovoltaic, biomass and geothermal power generation [10].
With the exception of geothermal and tidal power, all sustainable energy sources are
fueled by solar radiation, which is by far the most abundant primary source of renewable
energy [10]. Photovoltaic power generation, based on the ‘photovoltaic effect’ discovered
by the French physicist Alexandre Edmond Becquerel in 1839 [11], stands out from all
available harvesting technologies. It directly converts solar radiation into electricity,
which can be transported and converted into all other forms of energy efficiently. It can
be used on a very small scale in most parts of the earth, since sufficient solar radiation
to drive solar cells is available basically everywhere on the globe.
Photovoltaic technology has the potential to play an important role in the energy mix
of the future and is well suited for both decentralized and centralized application. The
power generation process requires no fuel supply and is essentially free of CO2 emissions.
These advantages of photovoltaic power generation and the urgent need for clean energy,
however, contrast sharply with its current contribution to the energy supply. In 2004,
the photovoltaics share in the global mix of primary energy was below 0.01%, far behind
other renewable energy sources like hydroelectric or wind power. In Germany, where
70% of the total European photovoltaic power is installed, the share had just passed
0.02% [12].
The reason for the low acceptance is the high unit cost of the market dominating
silicon solar cells, which were invented in 1954 [13]. Figure 1.1 shows an array of
photovoltaic modules containing this type of cells. As of 2002, bulk Si accounted for
93% and amorphous thin film Si for another 5% of production worldwide, with the best
modules based on bulk Si reaching power conversion efficiencies of 13–15% [14]. The
potential for cost reduction of efficient cells appears to be limited, since the main driver
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is the expensive and highly energy consuming production of raw Si [15]. The payback
period for generating the energy that was initially consumed in the production process
is three to five years depending on geographic latitude [16]. The specific production
cost per peak output power was estimated to be 5100e/kWp in 2004 [12], making the
cost of solar electricity in Germany ten times higher than from conventional sources
[17]. Consequently, cost reduction of photovoltaic power generation is a critical issue if
application on a larger scale shall be achieved.
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Figure 1.1: Array of solar panels (La Réunion, Pacific Ocean). Image taken from [18].
Of course, a reasonable application also requires high conversion efficiencies, since these
determine the size of the area that is necessary for the production of a given amount of
electrical power. The power conversion efficiency η is defined as the ratio between the
maximum electrical power output Pmaxel and the total solar radiative power incident on





The area A(η) necessary for the production of Pel is given by
A(η) = k Pel
η
, (1.2)
where k = Prad/A is the radiation intensity. Since area is generally scarce in populated
regions of the world, high efficiencies are critical for economic application. Figure 1.2
illustrates that very large areas need to be devoted to solar power generation in order
to contribute to a country’s consumption of energy significantly. The yellow square
represents an area of 25,921 km2 which would need to be used for a solar power plant
with η= 10% to cover the annual energy consumption of the USA in 1999, an enormous
area even for a country with low population density [10]. With current 13% efficient
Si cells, the actual plant area would need to be much larger since additional space is
necessary for module access and maintenance.
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Figure 1.2: Photovoltaic energy farm covering an area of 25,921 km2 (yellow square).
Taken from [10].
1.3 Nanoengineered photovoltaics
A number of different solar cell concepts has been developed so far to meet the require-
ments of high efficiency and low cost. They can generally be classified in three genera-
tions along the lines of materials and designs used. The graph in Fig. 1.3 characterizes
these cell generations in terms of production cost, conversion efficiency, and electricity
price.
First generation photovoltaic systems are based on bulk semiconductor crystals of very
high quality. Important device types are gallium arsenide cells used in space applica-
tions and the silicon cells mentioned above. These devices are characterized by high
efficiencies and high production cost. Especially Si cells, which have been studied in
detail and are commercially the most successful concept, are the benchmark system for
new photovoltaics concepts. Therefore, their structure and conversion mechanism will
be addressed in Section 2.2.
Second generation solar cell designs are driven by the attempt to lower the material
cost by using thin films with high absorption cross sections as active layers. Promi-
nent examples include cells based on amorphous Si [20], Cu(In,Ga)Se2 [21], and CdTe
[22]. All these concepts have reached competitive efficiencies and have recently been
introduced to commercial application.
Third generation photovoltaics comprises several new approaches to fabricate cells from
new materials, in particular organic [23, 24] and nanocrystalline materials [25], that
have the potential for low cost production. These concepts require an engineering of
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Figure 1.3: Three generations of solar cells (green, yellow and red areas labeled by I, II,
and III) characterized by the production cost/area in USD/m2 (x axis) and efficiency
(y axis). Dashed lines indicate different price levels per watt output power. Taken from
[19].
cell materials on the scale of nanometers in order to obtain tailored absorber properties
[26] and cell structures [27].
The general idea of third generation concepts can be described as using different ma-
terials for the different tasks required for photovoltaic energy conversion, in contrast
to, e.g., Si cells. With this approach, material properties can be tailored individually
to fit one specific task. Furthermore, the combination of materials yields interface
effects which can also be adjusted and utilized for conversion processes, typically for
charge separation [28–30]. These functionalities open up new perspectives for cell design
and reachable conversion efficiencies. For example, if one uses very small semiconduc-
tor crystals called ‘quantum dots’ as absorbers, one can exploit the recently reported
multiplication of photogenerated charge carriers for increased efficiencies [31–33]. In
principle, as indicated in Fig. 1.3, this effect allows for efficiencies beyond the funda-
mental single-junction limit of 31% [34], which are otherwise only achievable by using
expensive multilayer systems [35, 36].
Examples of third generation cells include hybrid organic / inorganic cells [37], purely
organic cells [29], dye-sensitized cells [28], and quantum dot cells [26]. Several concepts,
in particular organic cells, are expected to reach the stage of commercial applicability
soon. Nevertheless, many important issues concerning the choice of materials, the cell
processing, and the relations between structure and function of third generation cells
remain open and require further basic research into the field.
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The large variety of available organic and inorganic cell components raises the question
of which materials are best suited and how they can be optimized for photovoltaic
power conversion. The interfaces formed between materials and the cell structure play
a crucial role for the efficiency, but the exact criteria for efficient structures remain
subject to debate and need to be clarified for the development of better cell designs.
The realization of novel designs and the use of tailored materials also require advanced
fabrication methods which allow the handling of the developed substances and a pre-
cise control of the cell structure on the nanometer scale, as we will explain in the
following chapter. The research presented in this dissertation focuses on a recently
introduced thin film fabrication method, which offers the required structure control
and the opportunity to combine a range of materials with useful optical and electronic
properties. The aim of our work is the production of new cell types and an analysis of
the influence of the cell structure on performance.
1.4 Scope of the present work
The present work is dedicated to new photovoltaic cell types belonging to the third cell
generation described above. We were not only looking for high conversion efficiencies,
but also for long term device stability under realistic conditions. Therefore, we focus
on photostable materials and solid state device concepts.
Our cell design is based on reports of hybrid cells consisting of polymers and inorganic
nanoparticles, which showed high stability in ambient conditions as well as convenient
processing of the constituent materials [38, 39]. Other reports describing the unique
properties of quantum dots as light absorbers [30, 31] encouraged us to include these
particles in our hybrid cell design.
The recently introduced layer-by-layer self-assembly, a solution based method to grow
hybrid organic/inorganic thin films, provides structure control for the integration of
light-absorbing and semiconducting materials on the scale of nanometers, which is
necessary for the fabrication of efficient cell structures, as mentioned above [40, 41].
As reported in the literature, the process has already been used to fabricate nanostruc-
tured titanium dioxide electrodes for dye-sensitized solar cells [42, 43].
We extend the range of materials that can be handled with the layer-by-layer self-
assembly process to quantum dots and light-absorbing polymers. For the first time,
nanostructured thin films containing both light-absorbers and charge transport materi-
als are fabricated with this method and used as active layers in hybrid photovoltaic cells.
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We analyze the film structures and properties on the one hand and cell performances
on the other hand, so that conclusions with respect to the relevant structure-property
relationships can be drawn.
In Chapter 2, the concepts of photovoltaic energy conversion and the method of layer-
by-layer self-assembly will be presented as an introduction to the scientific background
of the field. The operating principle of heterojunction devices will be discussed in detail
and compared to Si based p-n homojunction devices, in order to highlight the differences
in material requirements and cell structure. Further, we will explain the mechanism
of the electrostatic layer-by-layer self-assembly process and its applicability to building
hybrid nanostructures.
Chapter 3 describes the organic and inorganic materials and the experimental methods
we employed for the manufacture and for the analysis of hybrid photovoltaic cells.
The subsequent Chapters 4, 5, and 6 contain the results of structural and electronic
characterization experiments of our devices. Chapter 4 reports on structural analyses
of different types of composite thin films which were grown layer by layer from titanium
dioxide nanoparticles and polymers. These films were used as a basis for two types of
hybrid photovoltaic devices. The first type is based on TiO2 nanoparticle films sensitized
with light-absorbing polymers. Structural and electronic analyses which describe the
relationship between structure and performance of these devices are the subject of
Chapter 5. The second type of devices contains quantum dots as light absorbers. It is
characterized by experiments described in Chapter 6, with a focus on structure-property
relations and also on absorber functionality. Finally, Chapter 7 presents conclusions
from the achieved cell characteristics with respect to the potential of the employed cell




This chapter introduces the operating principle of photovoltaic cells, and the concept of
electrostatic layer-by-layer self-assembly, the method we used to fabricate such devices.
In Section 2.2, we will compare conventional p-n homojunction devices with excitonic
heterojunction devices. The differences between the concepts will be explained and
theoretical models describing the cell operation will be presented. Conclusions with
respect to the structural requirements for efficient excitonic cells, which are in the focus
of this work, will be drawn.
Section 2.3 presents several types of nanostructured cell designs which have been devel-
oped to meet the structural requirements for excitonic cells during recent years, includ-
ing organic cells, dye sensitized, hybrid organic / inorganic, and quantum dot sensitized
cells. The latter three types will be in the focus of the experiments and results presented
in the subsequent chapters.
Layer-by-layer self-assembly, the method used in this work for the fabrication of nanos-
tructured organic / inorganic electrodes for excitonic cells, is described in Section 2.4.
The potential of the method for producing efficient and stable excitonic photovoltaic
cells is highlighted.
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2.2 Conventional vs. excitonic solar cells
We use the term ‘conventional’ to refer to photovoltaic cells which separate charges at a
p-n homojunction, because this cell type includes Si cells which have been dominating
solar cell research for decades. A p-n homojunction is an interface between two semi-
conductors with the same band gap energy, but different doping levels. The migration
of free charge carriers across that interface leads to electron-hole recombination and to
the formation of a space charge layer, which induces an electric field and a bending of
the semiconductor bands. Photogenerated excitons in these systems are only weakly
bound, so that they can be separated by the electric field created by the space charges.
The term ‘excitonic cells’, on the other hand, is used for devices where photogenerated
excitons are tightly bound so that they require a heterojunction, i.e., an interface be-
tween semiconductors with different energy gaps, for separation [44]. Significant band
bending is usually not observed, since the density of free charge carriers is small. The
devices discussed in the experimental part of this work are all excitonic cells. In the
Section 2.2.2, general features of this cell design such as the band structure, the cell
operation and the resulting current / voltage characteristics will be discussed.
Both conventional and excitonic photovoltaic device types have in common that incident
photons are converted into an electric current in three basic steps. In the first step, one
bound electron / hole pair, called exciton, is created by the absorption of one photon
with an energy higher than a certain minimum energy required by the absorber material.
This threshold energy is defined by the band gap in semiconductors and by the gap
between the highest occupied (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) in molecules. In the second step, the exciton is separated into a free electron
and a free hole. The third step is the transport of the free electrons and holes through the
device and their collection at the anode and the cathode, respectively. The individual
processes are distinct in conventional and excitonic cells and will be the subject of the
following Sections 2.2.1 on p-n homojunction cells and 2.2.2 on excitonic cells.
2.2.1 Conventional p-n homojunction cells
In this section, we describe the structure of a p-n homojunction, the operating principle
of homojunction cells and the results of theoretical calculations of the current / voltage
behaviour. For the latter, we largely follow the treatment given by Sze [45]. The
relevant quantities to describe and compare cell efficiencies will be introduced. These
quantities and the results of the calculations will be useful in the interpretation of our
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experimental results concerning excitonic cells, presented in the Chapters 5 and 6.
The p-n junction
Since crystalline Si is a typical semiconductor, the energetic distribution of electronic
states is characterized by an energy region with a vanishing density of states, called
the band gap, which separates a band with predominantly occupied states, the valence
band (VB), from a band with mostly unoccupied states, the conduction band (CB).
The equilibrium distribution of electrons over the available states at a temperature T
is described by the Fermi-Dirac distribution which gives the occupation number F (E)
of an electronic state with an energy E:






At room temperature, kT ≈ 25 meV, where k is Boltzmann’s constant. The Fermi
energy EF is the energy where an electronic state has the occupation number 1/2. Its
position in an intrinsic, i.e., undoped, semiconductor is close to the middle of the band
gap, and will be specified for the doped case below. The total concentration of free





where N(E) is the density of electronic states, which follows
N(E) ∝ (E − ECB)1/2 (2.3)
close to ECB, the minimum of the CB. In the Boltzmann limit, when the distance
between ECB and EF is several kT , the integration in equation (2.2) yields






where NCB, called the effective density of states in the CB, is proportional to (kT )3/2
since with rising temperature, the tails of the Fermi-Dirac distribution reach deeper
into the CB so that more CB states are effectively accessible. One obtains equivalent
relations for the hole concentration p and the effective density of states NVB in the
VB. Since the position of EF determines the number of both electrons and holes, it is
defined by the condition of charge neutrality in a semiconductor crystal. In an intrinsic
semiconductor, ni= pi, where ni and pi are n and p in the intrinsic case.
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The intrinsic charge carrier density of Si crystals can be changed by many orders of
magnitude by doping the crystal lattice with impurities in relative concentrations from
10−8 to 10−5. When phosphorus atoms, which have five valence electrons, are incorpo-
rated into the Si diamond structure as donors in a spatial concentration of ND, they
each release one electron to the CB. This process called n-doping creates free electrons
in a concentration n, which is close to the donor density at room temperature [45]:
n ≈ ND (2.5)
The thermal excitation and annihilation reactions of electrons and holes bring about
that the following law of mass action holds for their concentrations:






It states that np is a constant independent of the doping level, which is equal to the
product of the carrier concentrations ni and pi in the intrinsic case. Since ni = pi, the
density of free holes p in the n-doping case is approximately
p ≈ n2i /ND. (2.7)
Boron atoms, with three valence electrons, act as electron acceptors and withdraw one
electron from the VB, which is called p-doping. The resulting density of free holes p is
then close to the concentration of acceptors NA:
p ≈ NA (2.8)
The generated charge carriers can move freely through the crystal, leaving behind one
immobile lattice impurity of opposite charge [45–47]. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic
representation of two Si crystals, one n-doped and one p-doped.
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electron hole
Figure 2.1: Mobile charges and lattice impurities created by n-doping (left) and p-
doping (right).
Figure 2.1: Mobile charges and lattice impurities created by n-doping (left) and p-
doping (right).
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For intrinsic Si, EF is close to the middle of the band gap. When the crystal is doped
by donors or acceptors, the condition of charge neutrality becomes
n+NA = p+ND (2.9)
and hence the position of EF changes. The band structure of available states remains
unchanged, and the occupation by charge carriers is still determined by the Fermi-Dirac
equation (2.1). The Fermi energy EF is raised by n-doping and lowered by p-doping.
In the Boltzmann limit, one obtains for the position of the Fermi level in the n-doping
case






and in the p-doping case [45, 47, 48]






Figure 2.2 displays the situation for two oppositely doped Si crystals with EF shifted,








Figure 2.2: Energy level structure of an n-doped (left) and a p-doped Si crystal (right)
relative to a uniform vacuum level (not shown). CB: conduction band, VB: valence
band, EF : Fermi energy, Egap: band gap energy, Vbi: built-in voltage.
If n-doped and p-doped Si crystals are brought into contact, the free electrons and holes
will diffuse across the interface, while the ionized impurities remain fixed at their posi-
tions in the crystal lattice. Mutual annihilation of electrons and holes by recombination
creates a depletion zone without any mobile charges around the interface, reaching the
distance xn into the n-type region and xp into the p-type region. Since the net charge
created on either side is equal, the extensions satisfy
NDxn = NAxp. (2.12)
The net charges of ionized impurities on both sides of the interface form a space charge
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E
depletion zone
Figure 2.3: Space charge region and electric field E of a p-n homojunction.
layer described by the charge density . An electric field E in the interface area described
by Gauss’ law
∇ · E = /ε (2.13)
emerges, as depicted in Fig. 2.3. Here,  is the space charge density, ∇ is the nabla
operator, and ε is the dielectric constant of the material.
Electron and hole currents In and Ip now consist of drift currents caused by the electric
field and diffusive currents driven by density gradients: [45, 47, 48].
In= qµnnE + qDn∇n (2.14)
Ip= qµnp E − qDp∇p (2.15)
Here, q is the elementary charge, and µn, Dn, µp and Dp are the mobilities and diffusion








and an equivalent relation for holes. One finds that the currents follow the gradient of
the Fermi level, according to
In = µnn∇EF (2.17)
and an analogue for holes. In equilibrium, In and Ip vanish, the drift and diffusion
currents are balanced, and EF is uniform throughout the device. The Fermi levels on
both sides of the junction, which were at different positions relative to the band levels
before contact was made, see Fig. 2.2, are aligned. Since the recombination of carriers
only affects the interface area, outside of the depletion zone the distribution remains
unchanged and the position of EF relative to CB and VB is given by the equations
(2.10) and (2.11) [45, 47]. The resulting situation in the device is shown in Fig. 2.4: EF
is now uniform, and its position relative to CB and VB outside of the depletion zone is
the same as in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.4: Band structure and Fermi level EF of a p-n homojunction.
Accordingly, both the VB and the CB are bent inside the depletion zone. The band
bending is given by the definition of an electrostatic potential Φ [45, 47, 48]:
~E = −~∇Φ (2.18)
Using the equations (2.13) and (2.18), one obtains the Poisson equation
∆V = −%
ε
, where ∆ = ∇2. (2.19)
We examine the one-dimensional case where the x-direction is the normal of the interface
plane. In the approximation of an abrupt junction, the charge density is created by
ionized impurity atoms, so that %= qND or %=−qNA inside the depletion zone, and















and ∂2V/∂x2 = 0 outside of the depletion zone.
Integration yields the following relation between the total width of the depletion layer
and the total band offset called the built-in voltage Vbi:









Vbi, as displayed in the Figs. 2.2 and 2.4, is defined as the difference of the Fermi levels
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From the relations (2.22) and (2.23), the total width of the depletion layer can be
calculated. For typical doping levels, one obtains widths on the order of 1µm [46].
Cell operation
An interface with the band structure described above is called a p-n junction. The
electric field present in the space charge region drives positive and negative charges in
opposite directions. In equilibrium, as mentioned before, the resulting drift currents
are balanced by diffusion currents.
When photons with energies equal to or larger than the band gap energy Egap enter the
device, excitons are created both inside the space charge layer and outside, as displayed
in Fig. 2.5. Owing to the large dielectric constant ε of Si, these excitons are only weakly
bound, so that the electric field inside the space charge region is sufficient to separate
them into electrons and holes.
Excitons created outside the space charge region can reach it by diffusion, if their
diffusion length is long enough. The diffusion length is determined by the quality and
purity of the crystal, because recombination of the excitons is greatly enhanced at grain
boundaries and other defects. In crystalline Si cells with a very low defect concentration,
generally all excitons reach the space charge layer [48], where they are separated into














Figure 2.5: Exciton generation by photon absorption. EF is the equilibrium Fermi level
in the dark.
When the exciton has been split, the free electrons and holes are affected individually by
the electric field. They are driven out of the space charge region in opposite directions,
i . : i i i . i ili i i l l
i .
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so that they accumulate in the n-doped and the p-doped region, respectively. During
illumination, or when the device is biased by an external voltage, the density of charge
carriers is no longer in equilibrium and a uniform EF does not exist any more. New
electron and hole densities n and p establish in the two doping regions. One defines two
different ‘quasi-Fermi levels’ EFn and EFp which would give the new density of electrons
and holes, respectively, according to equation (2.4) and the corresponding relation for










When both doping regions are connected through an external load, the drift currents of
separated electrons and holes will not be balanced by an internal diffusion current, but
drive an external current instead. The difference between the quasi-Fermi levels EFn in
the n-type region and EFp in the p-type region is the operating voltage V of the device,
V = EFp − EFn
q
(2.26)
as shown in Fig. 2.6 [45]. Owing to the band bending, V is smaller than Egap/q. The
external current I(V ) is determined by both the light intensity and the I/V characteris-
tics of the p-n junction described by the Shockley equation discussed below. Hence, this







Figure 2.6: Separation of the quasi-Fermi levels EFn and EFp caused by carrier accu-
mulation.
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I /V characteristics
Taking into account continuity equations for the charges
∂n
∂t





where β is the recombination rate of electrons and holes, the external current I(V ) of
a device in the dark can be calculated from the relations (2.24), (2.25), and (2.26). It
is the sum of electron and hole currents, which dominate in the n-type and the p-type
region, respectively. One obtains the Shockley diode equation










which describes a strongly rectifying behaviour. I0 is the saturation current for large
negative voltages. The equation is in good agreement with experimental results, as long
as the devices do not show photogeneration of charge carriers [45]. For light-sensitive
diodes, a diode ideality factor n is introduced into the exponential term of that equation
to achieve better fits of calculated curves to experimental data [49]. It usually takes
values between 1 and 2, with 1 being the ideal case of equation (2.28) [45, 47, 50]:










Real conventional solar cells can be modeled by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2.7.
It consists of a photocurrent source Iph, which delivers a current independent of the
applied voltage, but depending on the illumination intensity, in parallel to a diode
described by the equation (2.29). Further, a shunt resistance Rsh in parallel to the
diode and a serial resistance Rs are added to describe the real behaviour of the device.
The ideal values for the resistances in terms of device performance would be Rs = 0
and Rsh =∞ [51, 52]. One obtains the following relationship between I(V ) and V :










+ V − I(V )Rs
Rsh
− Iph (2.30)
Analytically, only ideal cases of equation (2.30) when Rs = 0 or Rsh =∞ can be solved
for either I(V ) or V . The general case can be solved numerically using mathematical
software. E.g., the package Mathematica gives a solution for I(V ) in closed form
using the numerical solutions to the transcendental equation z =w exp(w), contained
in the function ProductLog.





Figure 2.7: Equivalent circuit of a real solar cell [24, 52].
In order to give an impression of the influence of the individual parameters shown
in Fig. 2.7 on the device behaviour, we simulated I/V curves for different values of
the photocurrent Iph, the serial resistance Rs, and the shunt resistance Rsh. We used
the closed solution of equation (2.30) and kept the diode parameters I0 and n fixed.
Variations of the diode parameters showed that they determine the shape of the I/V
curve, namely the voltage where the current slope increases, i.e., the on-voltage, and
the width of the transition region. The variation of these diode parameters is not shown
in Fig. 2.8, where we focus on the effects of the other circuit components. The figure
displays a series of graphs, each for a different level of the photocurrent Iph, with I/V
curves calculated for various values of the internal resistances Rs and Rsh.
The solid curves in Fig. 2.8 were simulated to represent a laboratory cell with nearly
ideal properties in terms of the resistances, with a low serial resistance of Rs = 0.5 Ωcm2
and a high shunt resistance of Rsh = 1 MΩcm2 [48]. The other curves were simulated
with non-ideal resistances, namely a higher serial resistance of Rs = 3 kΩcm2 (short
dashed), a lower shunt resistance ofRsh = 25 kΩcm2 (long dashed), or both (dot-dashed).
We display simulations with different levels of photocurrents Iph because the influence
of the resistance on the curve shape depends on the relative magnitude of the resistances
and Iph. Note the different current scales in Fig. 2.8.
For the lowest photocurrent level of Iph = 0.06 mA/cm2 (top image in Fig. 2.8), the
respective effects of Rs and Rsh on the I/V curve shape are obvious. Rs determines
the curve slope in forward bias, when the largest part of the voltage drops across the
serial resistance. Low values of Rsh create a slope in the region of zero voltage, where
voltage changes do not affect the diode current, but the current through the parallel
shunt resistance. Both resistance values can be estimated from measured curve slopes
directly. The parameter Iph determines the current offset for V = 0.
The current at V = 0 is slightly reduced compared to the ideal case (solid curve),
when Rs is increased and Rsh decreased (dot-dashed curve). This effect becomes most
pronounced for higher photocurrents of Iph = 0.6 mA/cm2 and Iph = 6 mA/cm2 (middle
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0.5 Ωcm2 1 MΩcm2
3 kΩcm2 1 MΩcm2
0.5 Ωcm2 25 kΩcm2
3 kΩcm2 25 kΩcm2
Iph = 0.06 mA/cm
2
Iph = 0.6 mA/cm
2
Iph = 6 mA/cm
2
Figure 2.8: I/V curves simulated with different parameters. The serial resistances Rs
determine the curve slope in forward bias, and the shunt resistances Rsh determine it
close to V= 0. See text for details on the influence of the photocurrents Iph.
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and bottom image in Fig. 2.8), where the same pairs of the resistance values were used.
It is apparently the value of Rs which dominates the behaviour of the cells, reducing the
current for zero voltage by almost one order of magnitude in the bottom image (short
dashed and dot-dashed lines). A decrease in Rsh (long dashed line), which yielded a
recognizable effect for low photocurrents, only influences the curve shapes of higher
currents to a minor degree.
Electric power output
The electric power output Pel of a power generating device connected to an external load
is given by the product Pel = −V I, where −V is the voltage dropping across the load,
and I is the current flowing through it. The maximum electric power output Pmaxel of
photovoltaic cells depends on the shape and position of the I/V curve. Geometrically,
Pmaxel = (−V I)max corresponds to the largest rectangle that can be fitted between the
origin and the curve in the range of negative current and positive voltage, see Fig. 2.14
for an example. In order to characterize the I/V curve and hence the performance of the
cells, one uses the following three quantities: The open circuit voltage or photovoltage
Uoc, the short circuit current Isc, called photocurrent in the following, and the fill factor
FF. The photovoltage and photocurrent are given by the position of the I/V curve and
are defined by the following equations:
Isc = −I(V =0) (2.31)
I(Uoc) = 0 (2.32)






Here, IscUoc is geometrically the area of the rectangle formed by the origin and Isc and
Uoc on their respective scales. Pmaxel is the area of the largest rectangle fitting between
the origin and the curve, as described above. Therefore, the more concave the I/V
curve is to the origin, the higher are the FF and the power output. Using the equations




where Prad is the radiative power incident on the cell surface.
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When a non-monochromatic light source such as sunlight is used, two important loss
mechanisms limit the conversion efficiency η. Photons with an energy hν<Egap do not
create excitons and are lost. Photons with an energy hν>Egap, on the other hand,
create ‘hot’ excitons with excess kinetic energy. In bulk materials, these hot excitons
quickly thermalize towards the band edges, so that the excess energy is lost as heat.
The magnitudes of these two losses depend on the band gap energy, but they cannot
be minimized simultaneously if a device with a single junction is used. Moving the
band gap to lower energies will reduce the losses on the low energy side, but increase
thermalization losses, and vice versa. Figure 2.9 illustrates this situation. It results in an
upper limit for the conversion efficiency of solar power of η= 31% for conventional single
junction cells, which has been derived from thermodynamic principles by Shockley and
Queisser [34]. The perspective to overcome this limit by using semiconductor quantum

















Figure 2.9: Spectral energy density of solar radiation at the surface of the earth. Dashed
line: band gap energy Egap of an absorber separating the solar spectrum into a high
energy (short wavelengths) and a low energy (long wavelengths) region.
The model presented in this section describes solar cells based on p-n homojunctions.
An equivalent treatment has been applied to cells based on heterojunctions, i.e., contacts
formed by semiconductors with different band gaps and band positions [46, 53]. The
result of these calculations is that the I/V curves of heterojunction cells are described
by diode equations of the same form as the equations (2.29) and (2.30) derived for homo-
junctions. We will use equation (2.30) to model the behaviour of the heterojunction
devices investigated in this work in the Chapters 5 and 6 using the shunt and series
resistances as fit parameters.
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The mechanism of photocurrent generation in heterojunction cells is different from
p-n homojunction devices, because the band offsets at the interface determine the
separation of excitons. We present a detailed operational model of heterojunction cells
based on materials with high exciton binding energies, often referred to as excitonic
heterojunction cells, in the following section.
2.2.2 Excitonic heterojunction cells
The excitonic cell concept is the basis of a large class of recently developed photovoltaic
devices. Materials with low dielectric constants, where the binding energies of photo-
generated excitons are much higher than in Si [54], are used as absorbers, so that
electrostatic potentials sufficient to separate the excitons can only be created by the
band offsets at a heterojunction interface [44, 54]. Barker et al. [55] have proposed a
model for excitonic heterojunction cells which we will use in the following to derive the
operating principle and the I/V characteristics of these devices.
Cell model
The cell model consists of two phases of semiconducting materials, one n-type and one
p-type, with dissimilar band structures. Excitons are photogenerated in one of the two
phases or in both, depending on the size of the respective band gaps. The excitons can
reach the interface by diffusion, where the two phases form a heterojunction. There,
by a mechanism described below, excitons are split into a free electron in the n-type
phase and a free hole in the p-type phase. Also by diffusion, the spatially separated
carriers are transported through the semiconductor phases to metal electrodes, where
they pass ohmic contacts and contribute to the current through an external load. The
heterojunction cell structure and operation are displayed in Fig. 2.10.
The cell materials are not doped, so that the density of mobile charge carriers is low. As
a consequence and characteristic difference to p-n homojunction cells, carrier diffusion
across the interface and the formation of space charges is very low. Electric fields and
the resulting band bending are therefore negligible in comparison to the intrinsic band
offsets at the interface [44].
In certain types of excitonic cells, such as dye-sensitized solar cells, no exciton creation
occurs in either one of the n-type and p-type transport phases. Instead, a monolayer of
absorbers, where all excitons are generated, is introduced at the interface between the
phases [56]. Charge carriers are created by separation of the excitons at this interface,
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Figure 2.10: Exciton creation and separation in an excitonic solar cell.
and they are transported by the transport phases, not by the sensitizer interlayer.
Therefore, the operating principle of these sensitized cells can be described by the
bilayer model displayed in Fig. 2.10 [57, 58].
As mentioned before, the excitonic cell design relies on absorber materials with high
exciton binding energies which require the band offsets at a heterojunction for exciton
separation. Figure 2.11 displays the band alignment necessary to separate the excitons
and prevent the separated charge carriers from diffusing back across the interface. The
position of the VB in the n-type phase has to be below the VB in the p-type phase,
and the position of the CB in the n-type phase has to be inside the band gap of the










Figure 2.11: Electronic band structure of an excitonic heterojunction cell, W : metal
electrode work function.
As an exciton approaches the heterojunction from the n-type side, the hole, which tends
to travel ‘upward’ on the energy scale for electrons, ‘sees’ energetically allowed states in
the p-type region, while the electron, limited to traveling ‘downward’, does not (see Fig.
2.11). Additionally, the transfer of charges across the interface is only allowed, if the
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gained energy by the ‘vertical’ movement of the charge carriers is sufficient to break the
exciton binding forces. If an exciton approaches from the p-type side, a mirror process
transfers the electron across the interface, and creates a pair of free charge carriers
likewise.
Since electric fields are absent, the free carriers move through the transport phases
by diffusion, but they cannot diffuse back across the interface due to the absence of
allowed states on the other side, see Fig. 2.11. A net current of carriers towards the
metal electrodes establishes, as soon as a concentration gradient of carriers is built up
by the carrier generation at the interface.
I /V characteristics
We use the bilayer model to describe the current / voltage characteristics of excitonic
devices, following the intuitive description by Barker et al. [55]. Their treatment is sim-
ple and gives convincing results, including interesting clues to much debated questions
such as the origin of photovoltages in these cells [59]. The obtained I/V curves are
similar to the diode curves simulated using the modified Shockley equation (2.30).
Figure 2.12 displays band diagrams of a type II heterojunction device under different
biases applied to the metal electrodes. The semiconductor phases are represented by
their respective VB and CB edges, and the metal electrodes by the electronic states
filled up to the respective Fermi energies (black rectangles). When charge carriers
are generated at the heterojunction interface, currents driven by electric fields and by
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Figure 2.12: Excitonic devices under different external biases, with carrier generation
at the heterojunction interface. Reproduced from [55].
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The center image in Fig. 2.12 shows the device when a voltage equal to the work function
difference of the metal electrodes ∆W is applied. This situation is called the ‘flat band
condition’, because the semiconductor bands are not tilted on the energy scale. Charge
carriers in the device see no electric field, even though an external bias is applied.
Nevertheless a negative current, i.e., opposed to the applied bias, is flowing, induced by
the carrier generation at the interface and the resulting concentration gradient.
In the left image in Fig. 2.12, the voltage is reduced to V= 0 and the device is in short
circuit condition. The current flowing in this situation is, by definition, the short circuit
current Isc. It is higher than the current in flat band condition, because the generated
charge carriers are exposed to an electric field due to band tilts induced by the voltage
change. An additional drift current emerges, which increases the negative diffusion
current flowing in flat band condition. Correspondingly, the current will vanish when
the voltage is sufficiently increased relative to the flat band condition, as shown in the
right image of Fig. 2.12. The drift current caused by the band tilt is then opposite to
the diffusion current, and the two cancel each other.
When illumination is switched off and carrier generation at the interface stops, different
device currents result from the voltages applied before. This situation is illustrated in
Fig. 2.13. Obviously, no current is flowing in either flat band or short circuit conditions.
At voltages higher than the work function difference ∆W , however, carriers can pass
the potential barriers at the interfaces by thermal activation or tunneling. The resulting
current is indicated by arrows in the left image for electrons in CB states.
∆W
cathode anodecathode anodecathode anode
I = 0 I = 0 I > 0
Figure 2.13: Excitonic devices without carrier generation under different external biases.
Adapted from [55].
The previous considerations of excitonic cells under different biases combined yield the
qualitative current / voltage curves shown in Fig. 2.14. Each diamond (light curve)
and triangle symbol (dark curve) in the graph corresponds to a current / voltage state
displayed in one of the images in the Figs. 2.12 and 2.13 above. Both curves show a
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diode type behaviour. For the device in light, the curve is offset by the photocurrent
Isc, but similar in shape to the dark curve. The photovoltage Uoc and the maximum








Figure 2.14: Qualitative I/V curves obtained from an excitonic cell model. Adapted
from [55].
Working principle of excitonic solar cells
The diode behaviour of an excitonic heterojunction cell derived above is similar to the
characteristics that one obtains from modeling a p-n homojunction device, as described
in Section 2.2.1 and simulated in Fig. 2.8. The physical properties leading to the diode
behaviour, however, are different. It is band offsets, that lead to the diode behaviour
in the case of excitonic cells, and space charge zones in the case of p-n junctions.
Simple conclusions regarding the influence of material parameters on the characteristics
of excitonic cells may be drawn from the modeled I/V curves. In the literature, it has
been concluded from a metal-insulator-metal model that the work function difference
of the electrode materials ∆W is equal to the open circuit voltage Uoc of the cells [59].
From the model presented above, however, we expect that Uoc should be larger than
∆W . Rather, an upper limit of Uoc is given by the difference between the edges of the
CB in the n-type phase and the VB in the p-type phase, the so called effective band
gap [44]. This difference is the potential energy of the separated electron and hole after
separation and thermalization.
For certain excitonic cell types, diffusion currents driven by concentration gradients are
commonly considered as the only significant contribution of energy conversion [25, 60].
In the model presented here, in contrast, also drift currents in bands tilted by internal
electric fields contribute to the resulting photocurrent. However, the internal electric
fields only drive the photocurrent when the device is close to the short circuit condition,
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depicted in the left image in Fig. 2.12, where only very low power output can be
generated. Close to the open circuit condition, electric fields are instead opposing the
photocurrent, and they are at best insignificant at the maximum power position. We
expect the maximum power to be available close to the flat band condition shown in
the center image in Fig. 2.12, where no significant drift currents flow. According to the
description presented here, the power generating current is driven by a concentration
gradient and not by an internal electric field.
2.2.3 Consequences for excitonic cell designs
Carrier recombination and diffusion lengths
Recombination of electrons and holes presents a major loss mechanism in photovoltaic
devices. The rate of recombination is enhanced at impurity sites with electronic states
inside the band gap of the host material. Charge carriers can be trapped in these
states, which act as a pathway for electron-hole annihilation. If a majority carrier, i.e.,
an electron in the n-type phase or a hole in the p-type phase, is trapped, it will de-
pend on the spatial concentration and mobility of minority holes and electrons whether
recombination or de-trapping will take place.
If the minority carrier concentration is sufficiently small, then even a high density of
defects will not decrease the diffusion length of majority carriers substantially. This
length is the distance that a charge carrier or exciton can travel in a material before
recombination occurs. If the minority carrier concentration is high, recombination at
defect sites is fast and a very low trap density is required to achieve diffusion lengths
long enough for the carriers to reach the electrodes. Tightly bound electron-hole pairs,
so called Frenkel excitons, are most sensitive to traps, since the distance between the
charge carriers is small. Their wavefunctions partially overlap and recombination occurs
quickly.
Excitonic cell materials and structure requirements
As explained in Section 2.2, both electron and hole currents are present in Si cells. The
resulting high concentration of minority carriers requires a high crystal quality with a
very low density of defects in order to avoid recombination and to achieve efficient cell
operation.
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In excitonic cells, in contrast, only majority carriers, i.e., electrons created on the
n-type side of the interface and holes on the p-type side, are present in either phase.
The density of minority carriers in both phases is very low [44]. The potential losses
by recombination are therefore negligible, and the requirements for material purity and
for the absence of defects are greatly relaxed compared to Si cells. This robustness
opens up new classes of materials that can be used for photovoltaic power conversion
in excitonic cells: Multi-crystalline including nanocrystalline solids, both organic and
inorganic, and even amorphous phases of, e.g., polymers, with high densities of bulk
defects, grain boundaries, and interfaces become usable.
As a consequence of the higher defect concentration, the exciton diffusion lengths in or-
ganic and nanocrystalline materials are much lower than the ones in Si cells, as explained
above. Therefore, while free electrons and holes can travel long distances, excitons can
only travel very short distances. The typical diffusion length of excitons in, e.g., or-
ganic semiconductors, is on the order of 20 nm. Excitons created at greater distances
from the interface will recombine before reaching it and will thus not contribute to the
photocurrent [61].
Hence, in a device with a planar junction as shown in Fig. 2.10, only excitons created
in a layer with a thickness on the order of the diffusion length will contribute to the
photocurrent. If this active layer is only a few tens of nanometers thick, sufficient op-
tical densities to harvest a large portion of the incident light can hardly be achieved.
Therefore, various kinds of alternative geometries for excitonic cells have been devel-
oped in order to generate higher photocurrents. Evidently, the structures of excitonic
cells using materials with low exciton diffusion lengths need to be controlled on the
nanometer scale in order to achieve high conversion efficiencies. In the following sec-
tion, several heterojunction cell designs based on nanostructured geometries will be
described.
2.3 Nanostructured excitonic cell designs
The photovoltaic cell concepts addressed in this section employ various cell structures to
ensure that photogenerated excitons reach a charge separating interface before recom-
bination. We will describe the cell designs, the operating principle, the materials and
methods used for the fabrication as well as advantages and limitations of the concepts.
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2.3.1 Nanostructured organic cells
The use of organic materials in photovoltaic devices has received much attention ever
since organic heterojunctions were shown to yield considerable conversion efficiencies
[62]. In the following, we describe a cell design based on interpenetrating organic phases
which utilizes the concept of bulk heterojunctions.
Organic bulk heterojunctions
A heterojunction between interpenetrating n-type and p-type phases which both extend
through the whole absorber layer, as shown in Fig. 2.15, is called a bulk heterojunction.
If the length scale of the interpenetrating patterns is equal to or below the exciton
diffusion lengths, all excitons photogenerated in that area will reach the interface and
yield a pair of free charge carriers. The two phases are contacted individually by metal
electrodes to collect the charges. The front electrode consists of a transparent material





Figure 2.15: Organic photovoltaic cell with interpenetrating phases forming a bulk
heterojunction. Adapted from [61].
As explained in the previous section, the created majority carriers are confined to their
respective phases and have large diffusion lengths due to the absence of minority carriers.
Internal electric fields are expected to be insignificant for driving the currents, so that
diffusion induced by a concentration gradient predominantly generates the currents.
Obviously, the transport of charge carriers will be most efficient, if a direct continuous
path which does not cross interfaces exists to the collecting metal electrodes. It is
therefore required that the charge transport phases both form connected networks. If,
e.g., the n-type phase forms islands surrounded completely by p-type material, then
electrons generated at the interface of an island will be trapped inside, since their path
to the anode is obstructed by interfacial band offsets. An efficient bulk heterojunction
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must hence consist of bi-continuous interpenetrating phases, as indicated by the network
shown in Fig. 2.15.
Cell materials and fabrication
Organic heterojunctions are formed by bulk phases of molecules with different electron
affinities and ionization energies. Molecules with high electron affinities, called acceptor
molecules, form the n-conducting phase, and molecules with low ionization energies,
called donor molecules, form the p-conducting phase. The molecules are usually chosen
such that the HOMO-LUMO gap allows light absorption in both materials.
Organic molecules can be processed by various techniques including evaporation from
a heated source in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), and solution based methods such as spin-
coating, dip-coating, or drop-casting. Small organic molecules are usually evaporated,
while polymers and functionalized macromolecules are processed from solution [23, 63].
Bulk heterojunctions can be fabricated by either simultaneous or sequential deposition
of the n-type and p-type materials: Following the first approach, two types of molecules
can be simultaneously co-evaporated or deposited from a blended solution. In the second
approach, evaporation or solution processing is executed sequentially for the two phases.
The structure requirements for the thin films include (i) separated phases of n-type and
p-type molecules (i.e., no mixing on a molecular level), (ii) a high degree of molecular
ordering within the phases for high carrier mobilities, and (iii) an interpenetration of
the phases on the nanometer scale. With both simultaneous and sequential deposition
of molecules, it is difficult to meet these requirements. When deposited simultaneously,
molecules tend to either mix on a molecular scale or de-mix completely, creating large
domains with little interpenetration [61, 62]. When deposited sequentially, it is neces-
sary that the phase deposited first forms structures which allow the penetration of the
second layer. E.g., an array of nanometer spaced columns formed by p-type molecules
can form a bulk heterojunction structure, if the voids are filled by a phase of n-type
molecules [64, 65]. Further problems of organic cells are created by the stability limi-
tations that the cells often face, caused by the tendency of the n-conducting phase to
oxidize quickly in air [66, 67].
The problems associated with the fabrication of an organic bulk heterojunction struc-
ture and also with low molecular stability can be addressed by replacing the n-type
organic phase with a stable inorganic n-conductor. The p-type organic phase can be
retained, along with its advantages such as good p-conductivity and processing flexi-
bility. New structures can be created, since the morphology and the surface properties
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of organic and inorganic materials are different, leading to effective phase separation.
This approach will be important for the cell concepts described in the following sections,
especially in the Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4.
2.3.2 Dye-sensitized solar cells
Structure and operating principle
The first cell type that combined organic material with an inorganic n-type phase was
the dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) presented by O’Regan and Grätzel in 1991 [28].
The n-type phase of the cell is a network of TiO2 nanocrystals in the anatase crystal
phase. TiO2 is a very stable metal oxide which can be characterized as a wide gap
n-type semiconductor with a band gap energy Egap =3.2 eV. The hole transport in the
devices is not provided by a solid state semiconductor, but by a couple of mobile I− and
I−3 iodine ions in a liquid electrolyte that fills the pores of the TiO2 network. Thus, the
two phases form a bicontinuous network and a liquid-solid heterojunction, but neither
of them absorbs light in the visible, as mentioned before. The interface is therefore
covered with a monolayer of sensitizing dye molecules, which absorb light and inject
electrons into TiO2 from their excited state.
A large interface area is necessary in order to ensure that a large amount of molecules
can be adsorbed and high absorption can be achieved. Multilayers of dye cannot be
used since electron injection into TiO2 requires direct contact [56]. Interfaces with a
large area are created by either porous structures of nanoparticles [42] or by arrays of
nanowires [68]. Additionally, the microstructure of the TiO2 phase can include scatter-
ing centers which raise the cell performance by light backscattering resulting in increased
absorption [69, 70]. All materials involved have the potential to be produced at a far
lower cost than crystalline Si.
The principle of operation of a DSSC is depicted in Fig. 2.16. A photon with an
energy larger than the HOMO-LUMO gap of the dye enters the cell through a TCO
window and excites a dye molecule attached to TiO2. The photogenerated exciton
is then separated by the injection of an electron into the CB of TiO2. An I− ion in
the electrolyte regenerates the ionized dye molecule by transferring an electron. After
this transfer, two of the neutralized iodine atoms and one I− ion form an I−3 complex,
corresponding to the gross reaction
2 dye+ + 3 I− −→ I−3 + 2 dye (ground state). (2.35)
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Figure 2.16: Cell structure and operating principle of a DSSC.
These reactions produce an excess amount of the I−3 complex at the dye coated interface,
which extends through the whole TiO2 network. The resulting concentration gradient
drives a current of I−3 towards the Pt cathode. There, the I−3 complex is reduced with
Pt as a catalyst and I− ions are produced:
I−3 + 2 e−
Pt−→ 3 I− (2.36)
A diffusion current of I− ions from the Pt cathode to the dye-sensitized anode is estab-
lished by a concentration gradient. The free electrons in the TiO2 CB are transported
to the TCO electrode also by diffusion, so that the circuit of electric currents is closed.
Electric fields are not significant for the transport because of charge shielding in the
porous structure of interpenetrating n-type and p-type phases [56, 60].










Figure 2.17: Schematic of the electronic structure and the charge transfer reactions in
a DSSC.
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Figure 2.17 displays the energy level structure of a DSSC and the individual charge
transfer reactions. The absorption of photons in the cell is determined by the gap
between the HOMO and the LUMO of the dye (dark red squares). The absolute
position of these levels on the energy scale determines the electron transfer processes:
The LUMO must be above the TiO2 CB edge at 4.2–4.3 eV below the vacuum level
[59, 71], and the HOMO must be below the redox potential of the I−/I−3 redox couple.
In an operating cell, as described in Section 2.2 for p-n junction cells, two quasi-Fermi
levels can be defined. In a DSSC, electrons in the LUMO state of the dye are in
equilibrium with injected electrons in the TiO2 CB, but not with the ‘holes’ in the
HOMO of the dye. EFn is the quasi-Fermi level of these electrons and is used to
describe their spatial concentration in the n-conducting TiO2 phase [57]. EFp is the
quasi-Fermi level of the holes in the dye molecules in equilibrium with the redox couple.
It is hence equal to the redox potential [72].
The efficiency of charge separation at the interface is crucial for the DSSC performance.
Electron injection into the TiO2 CB competes with recombination reactions, i.e., the
relaxation of an excited electron in the dye LUMO back to the HOMO, or the transfer
of an injected electron back to an empty HOMO state of a dye molecule. The transfer
of electrons in heterogeneous systems has been described with non-adiabatic electron
transfer theory based on the Fermi golden rule. In this context, the term non-adiabatic
means that the transfer is assumed to occur too fast for the involved species to adjust
continuously to the change of the potential surface of nuclear motion. It predicts that
the time scales of the injection reaction are governed by the spatial overlap of the donor
state and the acceptor state, i.e. the coupling strength, their energetic match, and also
on the density of acceptor states [73, 74].
For several metal complex dyes, timescales for the electron injection into TiO2 on the
order of femtoseconds have been observed. This ultrafast injection has been explained
by the high density of acceptor states available in the TiO2 CB, and by the dye LUMO
being concentrated on the hydroxyl or carboxyl anchor groups of the dyes. The spatial
distribution of the dye HOMO, in contrast, is often dominated by atomic orbitals of the
central metal atom. The spatial overlap between the HOMO and the TiO2 CB states
is therefore much smaller, so that the back reaction is much slower than the electron
injection and the subsequent electron transport in the TiO2 CB [75]. The high density
of electron trap states at the TiO2 surface also plays an important role, since it increases
the presence of electrons close to the surface [76].
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DSSC fabrication and performance
The manufacture of DSSCs includes a sequence of production steps, the first of which
is the fabrication of the porous TiO2 structure. For the standard method, a highly
viscous paste consisting of TiO2 nanoparticles and organic additives is distributed as a
film on a transparent conductive substrate. The sample is then annealed at 400–450◦C
to burn out all organic material and enhance particle contact. The obtained porous
film is sensitized by immersion into a solution of organic dyes. The back electrode is
suspended above the sensitized front electrode by spacers, so that the created void can
be filled with the liquid electrolyte by capillary forces [56].
Power conversion efficiencies above η= 10% have been reported for DSSCs, making these
devices the most efficient excitonic cells so far [28, 56, 77]. The efficient charge injection
process described above is an important prerequisite for this performance. Long term
stability, however, is too low for commercial application where lifetimes of at least 15
years are required. One reason is that all organic dyes used in DSSCs have a finite
probability of being permanently damaged by photodegradation in each redox cycle. In
long term operation on the order of years, the cells therefore show decreasing efficiency.
Another stability problem is created by leakage of the liquid electrolyte in the cell,
resulting in immediate power loss and the spill of harmful liquids into the environment.
Sealing the cells tightly is difficult due to the large mechanical strain caused by high
temperature differences between daily irradiation and nightly cooldown.
It has been attempted to replace the liquid electrolyte by solid phases of organic [78, 79]
or inorganic p-conducting materials [80], but these cells have shown lower efficiencies
than the liquid electrolyte DSSCs and have not solved the problems associated with
dye degeneration. This issue is solved in hybrid cells and quantum dot sensitized cells
described in the following Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, where the dye molecules are addi-
tionally replaced by more stable materials. Apart from the replacement of the organic
dye and the liquid electrolyte, they are, like DSSCs, based on porous inorganic n-type
semiconductors.
2.3.3 Hybrid organic / inorganic cells
Structure and operating principle
The term hybrid organic / inorganic cell technically covers a wide range of cell types,
including, e.g., the DSSCs described in the last section. However, we will only use
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it for solid state excitonic cells with a transparent inorganic n-type semiconductor in
contact with a light-absorbing organic p-type semiconductor [81, 82]. The system we
will describe here features a porous network of TiO2 nanoparticles, known as an electron
conductor from DSSCs, as well as a light sensitive polymer used as an absorber and
hole conductor [38, 39, 83].
The structure and operating principle of TiO2 based hybrid cells are shown in Fig. 2.18.
The pores of the TiO2 structure are filled with light-absorbing polymer, so that a bulk
heterojunction with continuous carrier paths to the metal electrodes is formed. Photons
enter the cell through a transparent TCO window and generate excitons throughout the
bulk of the polymer phase, especially inside the filled pores of the TiO2 structure. The
band structure of the two phases forms a type II heterojunction, as shown in Fig. 2.19,
so that excitons are separated into free electrons in the n-type and holes in the p-type
phase. As in purely organic cells, excitons have to reach the interface by diffusion in
order to contribute to the photocurrent. The use of nanoparticles with a diameter on
the order of the exciton diffusion length in the polymer material will create pores of
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Figure 2.18: Device structure and exciton separation in a hybrid organic/inorganic
photovoltaic cell.
Free electrons generated at the organic / inorganic interface will be transported along
continuous paths in the TiO2 network, and the free holes along continuous paths in
the polymer, towards the metal electrodes. By structural arrangements, the metal
electrodes must be prevented from acting as electron-hole recombination channels: If
both the electron and the hole transport phase are in contact with the same metal
electrode, electrons and holes can recombine in the metal where they are no longer
separated by a band of forbidden states [84]. One can ensure that each transport phase
is in contact with only one metallic electrode by fabricating homogeneous electrode
contacts, as shown in Fig. 2.18: A compact TiO2 layer is deposited on top of the front
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electrode in order to block holes in the polymer phase [85]. At the back electrode, the
polymer film is made thick enough to cover the TiO2 nanocrystals completely, so that
electrons in the TiO2 are blocked.
Figure 2.19 shows the energy level structure of a hybrid device with a type II hetero-
junction inducing charge separation at the organic / inorganic interface. Transparent
conductive fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) is used as a front electrode. The FTO work
function (WFTO = 4.4 eV [59]) closely matches the TiO2 Fermi energy, so that an ohmic












Figure 2.19: Heterojunction structure in a hybrid photovoltaic cell.
The requirements for the energetic structure of the polymer as displayed in Fig. 2.19 in-
clude the following: (i) The polymer LUMO has to be above the TiO2 CB at 4.2–4.3 eV
below the vacuum level to enable electron injection. (ii) The polymer HOMO has to be
below the TiO2 CB to prevent recombination. (iii) The difference between the polymer
HOMO and the TiO2 CB defines the effective gap of the cell and sets an upper limit
for the expected photovoltages. Since high voltages are important for energy supply
applications, the polymer band positions should be such that the largest part of the
band gap of the polymer is available for the effective gap of the device. The work
function of the back electrode should be close to the Fermi level of the polymer, so that
an ohmic contact is formed at the polymer / metal interface.
Fabrication methods
The device concept of the hybrid cells described in this section is comparable to purely
organic polymer / fullerene cells. However, the introduction of inorganic materials offers
additional means to control the cell morphology in terms of phase separation and
network formation by, e.g., adjusting particle sizes or processing methods. Various
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fabrication methods including sequential spin-coating [38] and solution processing at
varying relative concentrations of the species in a mixed solution [83, 86] have been
applied to cell production. These methods offer incomplete structure control on the
nanometer scale, resulting in insufficient mixing and a bilayer cell structure in the case
of sequential fabrication, and random structures without connected networks of the
respective phases in the case of simultaneous deposition. Thermal treatments were
necessary to sinter the devices and increase phase interpenetration and phase cohesion
[39, 87]. In this work, we will introduce layer-by-layer self-assembly as a fabrication
method for hybrid cells, with the aim of better structure control.
2.3.4 Quantum dot photovoltaic cells
Semiconductor nanocrystals called quantum dots (QDs)[88] are a new class of materials
that has received much attention in optoelectronics [89], biological sensing [90] and
quantum information processing [91] in recent years. In this section, we briefly describe
the unique optical and electronic properties of QDs and their application as absorbers
in photovoltaic cells.
Quantum dot properties and synthesis
We use the term QD for nanocrystals of inorganic compounds which show semiconduct-
ing behaviour as bulk solids. If the crystallite size is smaller than the exciton radius
of the material, confinement effects will change the electronic level structure observed
for bulk crystals. In very small dots, which will not be considered or used in this work,
the band type electronic structure from the bulk is split up into discrete levels. We
will use the terms VB and CB when referring to the electronic levels of QDs, in spite
of the spatial confinement of charge carriers. The position of the CB is raised by the
confinement, and the position of the VB is lowered, resulting in an increased band gap












where R is the particle radius, and m∗e and m∗h are the effective masses of electrons
in the CB and holes in the VB, respectively. The optical properties of the QDs can
hence be adjusted by controlling their sizes. This feature makes them very attractive
as absorbers in photovoltaic applications, as we will discuss below.
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QDs can be grown either on crystalline substrates by epitaxial methods [96] or as
colloids in solutions containing complexes of the constituent atoms [97, 98]. Figure 2.20
shows a cartoon of the latter type. It consists of the semiconductor nanocrystal and
an organic capping layer which controls the growth process and solubilizes the dots
in different solvents. The QD shown in Fig. 2.20 has a capping of trioctylphosphine

















Figure 2.20: Quantum dot capped with trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO)
QDs in third generation photovoltaic cells
Several features of QDs make them a very interesting material for applications in photo-
voltaics. Apart from unique optical properties, they have a remarkable stability against
photodegradation, much higher than organic dyes used as absorbers in DSSCs and
molecular organic cells [30]. This advantage is significant, considering the requirement
of at least 15 years of stable operation for commercially useful solar cells, which we
have mentioned above.
A range of compounds with very different band gaps and band positions can be grown as
colloidal QDs [31, 33, 101, 102]. Further, the size can be controlled precisely, so that the
band structure can be tuned effectively for each compound by the confinement effects
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[98]. These effects and the wide range of materials allow to match the band positions
of the QDs with other materials, e.g., to obtain effective heterojunctions. Further, the
efficiency of QDs as absorbers covering the solar spectrum can be maximized by an
adjustment of the band gap.
When electric energy is generated from the solar spectrum by photovoltaic cells, energy
losses are incurred by missing photons on the low energy side of the absorber band gap
and by thermalization on the high energy side, as explained in Section 2.2.1. The losses
cannot be minimized simultaneously on both sides by moving the band gap. It has been
shown by Klimov and Schaller [31] that QDs have a unique non-linear optical property
that could utilize the excess energy of hot excitons generated by high energy photons for
an increased conversion efficiency: Since the boundary conditions imposed on nuclear
vibrations by the crystal surface become more important with decreasing size of the
crystal, the density of states of phonons is reduced in QDs. This density determines the
efficiency of exciton-phonon scattering and hence the time scales of thermal relaxation.
The reduced density of states of phonons creates a ‘phonon bottleneck’ which does not
exist in bulk crystals and which increases the lifetime of hot excitons [103, 104]. The
conversion of single hot excitons into multi-excitons, which is an Auger-type process
that is not affected by the phonon density, is hence favored over thermal relaxation and
has been shown to occur with high efficiencies [32, 33]. Figure 2.21 shows the gross
reaction of a high energy photon creating a biexciton. Since the thermalization losses
on the high energy side of the band gap are reduced by this effect, the band gap can be
shifted to lower energies in order to reduce the losses incurred by missing low energy
photons [31].
hν ≥ 2Egap
Figure 2.21: Single photon with high energy creating a biexciton in a QD.
Owing to these outstanding features, colloidal QDs have recently attracted attention in
photovoltaics research [105]. Various heterojunction cell concepts using QDs have been
proposed in the literature [26]. The proposed materials include CdSe QDs chemically
linked to TiO2 nanoparticles [106], as well as bulk layers of CdSe and CdTe QDs [30].
Conceptually, QDs have also been proposed as absorbers for intermediate band photo-
voltaics, which follows the concept of photon up-conversion [107]: A partially filled
intermediate band inside the band gap will allow two sequentially absorbed low energy
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photons to create one high energy exciton in an up-conversion process, leading to high
photovoltages while avoiding losses in the low energy region of the solar spectrum. This
process is the opposite of multi-exciton generation, which relies on down-conversion of
photons, and has not been experimentally verified.
QD sensitized hybrid photovoltaic cells
In order to extract free charges from excited QDs, the dots can be placed at the surface
of a semiconductor material with an appropriate band structure, so that a type II
heterojunction is formed and single or even multiple excitons can be separated. A cell
design similar to a DSSC with TiO2 nanoparticles as electron acceptors is shown in
Fig. 2.22. Instead of a liquid electrolyte, however, a transparent p-type polymer phase
is used as a hole acceptor and for hole transport, resulting in higher stability. Efficient
hole transfer from QDs to conjugated polymers, which is required in this cell design,
has been demonstrated by fluorescence quenching in blends of two such materials [108].
This QD sensitized cell concept is similar to the hybrid cells described in the previous
section. However, no light-sensitive polymers are used here to ensure that all excitons
are created in the QDs. Since the QD monolayer is placed directly at the charge
separating interface formed by TiO2 and the polymer, all excitons can instantly be





Figure 2.22: Structure of a QD sensitized hybrid photovoltaic device.
The energy level positions required for a directional transfer of charges in hybrid QD
sensitized cells are comparable to the structures of the other excitonic cells described in
this section. The CB edges of TiO2, of the QD, and of the polymer must form ascending
‘stairs’, so that electron injection is possible only into TiO2, and not into the polymer.
An equivalent ascending structure is required for the VB edges, so that a transfer of
the hole created by electron excitation and transfer is possible only to the polymer, and
not to TiO2. These requirements are met by the band structure sketched in Fig. 2.23,
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to which we will refer as a double-heterojunction. Note the large polymer band gap
to avoid light absorption. The effective gap which determines the photovoltage of this
cell is the difference between the edges of the TiO2 CB and the polymer VB, as for the












Figure 2.23: Energy level structure of a QD sensitized hybrid photovoltaic device.
The QD cell design presented here is similar to extremely thin absorber cells [110, 111].
These cells consist of a nanostructured heterojunction of transparent inorganic materi-
als, which are separated by a thin absorber film. The low absorber thickness ensures
that excitons created in the absorber layer quickly reach the interface for separation.
A high total area of the interlayer is necessary to achieve sufficient absorption.
QD sensitized TiO2 films have already been used as electrodes in electrochemical cells
based on liquid electrolytes. The QDs were attached to TiO2 by different methods
including nucleated growth [109], physisorption [101], and chemical linking [106]. The
layer-by-layer self-assembly method, which we used in this work, has not been applied
to the attachment so far. The cell design displayed in Fig. 2.22, which combines solution
processable materials, colloidal QDs as absorbers and polymers as hole conductors, in
a solid state configuration, has not been realized so far, either.
2.4 Layer-by-layer self-assembly of nanostructured
thin films
The designs of hybrid photovoltaic devices described in the Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4
require the fabrication of organic / inorganic thin films which are structured on the
nanometer scale. The layer-by-layer self-assembly method provides both the required
structure control and a means to combine organic and inorganic materials. The basic
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mechanism of this process, which was used for device manufacture in this work, and the
properties of several types of self-assembled thin films are introduced in this section.
2.4.1 Self-assembly by electrostatic interaction
Alternating polyion adsorption
In 1992, Decher, Hong and Schmitt [112] reported on the fabrication of thin films
by alternating adsorption of anionic and cationic polyions on charged surfaces. They
measured the film thicknesses by small angle X-ray scattering and UV/vis absorption
spectroscopy and observed linear increases of the thickness with the number of deposi-
tion cycles.
This method called layer-by-layer self-assembly relies on electrostatic attraction be-
tween a charged surface and oppositely charged particles in solution. The adsorption
of monolayers of highly charged species like strong polyions on a charged surface leads
to a reversal of the surface charge. The aggregation of more than a monolayer of a dis-
solved species on the surface is prevented by electrostatic repulsion. If the samples are
alternatingly dipped into solutions with species of opposite charge, electrostatic attrac-
tion enables the sequential adsorption of multilayers of these charged species. Strong
polyions are very effective, since all counterions are removed from their ionic groups
in aqueous solution, leaving behind a high net charge on the molecule. Figure 2.24
shows the chemical structure of the anionic poly(sodium styrene sulfonate) (PSS) and
the cationic poly(diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride) (PDAC), which have both been














Figure 2.24: Chemical structures (left) and sketches of the charge distribution in solu-
tion (right) of PDAC (top) and PSS (bottom).
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The layer-by-layer self-assembly method is applicable to a wide range of materials, as
we will discuss below, and not restricted with respect to substrate size and morphology,
since electrostatic interaction has the least steric demand of all chemical bonds [40, 41].
The complete process used for the sequential deposition of polyion layers is illustrated
in Fig. 2.25. In the first step, a sample with a positively charged surface is immersed
into a solution of negatively charged polyions, where it is left for some time to allow
for a monolayer of polyions to form and to reverse the surface charge. The sample
is then withdrawn and washed in pure water to remove excess solution. This step is
necessary to avoid the contamination of subsequently visited baths. Then, the substrate
is dipped into a solution of polyions with positive charge, where another layer forms
and the charge is reversed again. After another washing step, the whole cycle can be
repeated many times to fabricate films of arbitrary thickness [112].
negative charge
positive charge
Figure 2.25: Solution based layer-by-layer self-assembly of oppositely charged polyions.
Image taken from [40].
One should note that the excess charges of the polyions will be neutralized by adsorbed
counterions from the solution after the substrate is withdrawn from the bath and also
after the washing step, as indicated in the right images in Fig. 2.24. Otherwise, con-
siderable electrostatic charge would be present on the sample. As soon as the sample
is immersed into the next polyion solution, the counterions are dissolved and removed
from the surface, forming a diffuse ion layer. Then, the exposed immobile charges
of the deposited polyion layer are available to attract polyions of opposite charge by
electrostatic forces.
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Hybrid nanoparticle / polyion films
When certain metal oxide particles are put into acidic solutions, positive charges are
induced on the particle surface. In basic solutions, the surface charge is negative [43].
Particles which show this behaviour are called amphoteric. Figure 2.26 displays am-
photeric TiO2 particles in aqueous solution at two different pH values.
pH=2.4
pH=9.9
Figure 2.26: Amphoteric behaviour of TiO2 particles in aqueous solution [43, 115].
Charges induced by amphoteric behaviour solubilize the particles in solution and lead to
electrostatic interaction with charged surfaces. This effect enables the inclusion of SiO2,
TiO2, and CeO2 nanoparticles in layer-by-layer self-assembly processes [41]. Alternating
deposition of charged nanoparticles and oppositely charged polyions produces multilayer
structures consisting of both materials. The mass deposited during each cycle is higher
for nanoparticles than for polyions, since they have a higher specific mass per amount
of charge. Further, the material deposition depends on the degree of charge reversal
induced by the preceding coating step, which is lower for charged nanoparticles than for
polyions [40]. Coverages close to particle monolayers were observed, resulting in a film
thickness control on the order of the particle diameters, i.e., of nanometers [40, 41, 43].
Schulze and Kirstein [115] monitored the film growth of TiO2 nanoparticle / PSS films
by measuring the absorption spectra of the individual layers by UV/vis transmission
spectroscopy. They found spectral contributions from both PSS and the nanoparticles
after the first deposition cycle, as well as a constant increase of the TiO2 signal by
additional nanoparticle / polyion dipping cycles. With respect to film composition,
these findings indicate that both materials are incorporated into the films during the
first cycle. The incorporation of polyions into thicker films, however, remained unclear.
The colloidal QDs described in Section 2.3.4 also carry charges, if the organic cap-
ping layer contains ionic groups. Therefore, they can be included in electrostatic self-
assembly processes. Negatively charged cadmium sulfide and lead sulfide QDs with
acidic cappings were shown to self-assemble into thin films with polycations as counter-
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charges. The QDs preserved their unique optical properties [114], so that these hybrid
films offer the opportunity to use QDs in optically functional coatings.
2.4.2 Applications
Functional coatings
It has been reported in the literature that layer-by-layer self-assembly was used to
coat a variety of surfaces with different materials to obtain tailored functionalities for
biological, medical, chemical and optical applications.
Proteins and DNA were incorporated into polyion multilayers, which may be applied as
biosensors or in biotechnology [40]. Different kinds of surfaces have been functionalized
by self-assembled hydrophilic nanoparticle / polyion films [116] and by biocompatible
amino acid / polyion films [117], opening further opportunities for biological and also
chemical applications.
In addition to flat surfaces, polyions were deposited layer by layer on spherical latex
particles [118] and platelets [119]. These size tailored particles could be used as tunable
light scattering materials or, in combination with bioactive materials, as microcarriers
for target drug delivery.
Composite QD / polyion films were shown to yield optically functional coatings with
tunable absorption [114] and photoluminescence properties [120] on transparent sub-
strates. These self-assembled structures may be used as filters or light converters in
optical applications.
Optoelectronic devices
Composite self-assembled films contacted by transparent electrodes can serve as active
layers of optoelectronic devices. By incorporation of novel organic and inorganic light
emitters and absorbers, the tailored optical properties of these materials can be accessed
for device applications. Following this approach, composite films of CdTe QDs / polyions
[121] and J-aggregates / conductive polymers [122] were grown using layer-by-layer self-
assembly. The unique electroluminescence properties of the constituent materials pro-
duced light-emitting diodes with new characteristics.
Photovoltaic devices which were based on films grown with the layer-by-layer process
have been fabricated recently. Agrios et al. [42] and He et al. [43] used self-assembled
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TiO2 nanoparticle / polyion films as nanoporous structures for DSSCs. Scattering layers
grown on top as well as sintering to improve particle connectivity were shown to increase
efficiency, which, however, remained below the best DSSCs reported so far. Films grown
with negatively charged TiO2 particles and PDAC were more efficient than films with
positively charged TiO2 and PSS. Light-absorbing species were not incorporated into
the films directly during the layer-by-layer growth, therefore, the TiO2 structure was
sensitized with dye after the self-assembly process.
In the present work, we fabricate films with extended functionalities by incorporating
different types of organic and inorganic sensitizer materials during the film growth. We
analyze the structural properties of the hybrid films and use them as active layers in
excitonic photovoltaic cells. Chapter 3 contains the materials and methods we used
for the experiments. The results of structural and electronic characterizations will be




This section describes the materials which were used for the fabrication and charac-
terization of thin films and hybrid electronic devices. It includes the results of size
distribution measurements of TiO2 nanoparticles which we carried out with transmis-
sion electron microscopy.
3.1.1 Sample substrate types
The substrates we used in this work were glass slides, either bare or precoated with
transparent conductive oxide (TCO) layers. They were cleaned using cleaning proce-
dures described in Section 3.2.1. The uncoated slides were standard microscope glass
slides or fused silica slides transparent in the UV obtained from Präzisions Glas & Optik
GmbH, Iserlohn. Glass slides coated with indium tin oxide (ITO) were also obtained
from Präzisions Glas & Optik, glass slides coated with fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)
were a donation from Nippon Sheet Glass, Tokyo. All slides had been cut to dimen-
sions of 12 mm× 35–40 mm and were 1–3 mm thick, so that they fit into our automated
dipping machine described in Section 3.2.2.
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3.1.2 Molecules and nanoparticles
Polymers, organic dyes and colloidal nanoparticles
All polymers and dye molecules were obtained from commercial suppliers and used with-
out further treatment. Colloidal QDs were obtained from collaboration partners and
also used without any further treatment. The Tables 3.1 and 3.2 list the chemical struc-
tures, names, and sources of polymers, organic dye molecules, and inorganic colloidal














































Table 3.1: Chemical structure of polymers used in thin films and devices.
In the following, we describe the processing of the polymers listed in Table 3.1. Aqueous
solutions of the polyions PEI, PSS, and PDAC were prepared using de-ionized water
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with a resistance of 18 MΩ (DI-water). The solutions with a concentration of 10−2 M
were used in the self-assembly process described in the next section. Further, we pre-
pared acidic buffer solutions with pH = 2.0 from DI-water and small amounts of citrate
received from Dechant, also for the self-assembly process.
We dissolved the conjugated polyion PTEBS in DI-water at a concentration of 1.0 wt. %.
The solubility of PTEBS in water is greatly enhanced by the addition of ammonium
hydroxide, probably because the solution pH and the degree of ionization of the sul-
fonate groups is affected by this additive [83]. Dimethylformamide reportedly also has
this effect [38]. We found that an addition of 3 wt. % ammonia to the solution slightly
changed its color to a darker red, indicating better dissolution. Solutions with added
ammonia were used in the self-assembly process and for drop-casting solid PTEBS films
on top of nanoparticulate TiO2 films, as described in Section 5.2.2. PTEBS solutions
with ammonia concentrations below 3 wt. % did not yield good device characteristics in
terms of measured photocurrents and photovoltage. Therefore, PTEBS solutions with
3 wt. % ammonia were used for the experiments, which we report in Chapter 5. There,
a comprehensive description of the optical and electronic properties of the molecule is
given.
The copolymer TFB was processed from a tetrahydrofurane (THF) solution with a
concentration of 1.0 wt. %. We used the solution to drop-cast solid TFB films on top
of sensitized TiO2 films. The electronic properties of this hole conducting polymer are
described in Chapter 6.
We used various dyes listed in Table 3.2 for surface adsorption experiments. We pro-
cessed them from solutions with the following solvents and concentrations. The anionic
dye fluorescein was dissolved at a concentration of 1 mM in an aqueous solution with a
pH of 9.9, containing 0.5 mM of both Na2CO3 and NaHCO3, which we obtained from
Aldrich. The metal complex dye Ru535 was dissolved in ethanol at a concentration of
0.24 mM, and the cationic dye Rhod6G was dissolved in isopropanol at a concentration
of 1 mM.
Colloidal QDs with II-VI semiconductor crystal cores (CdSe or CdTe) and a TGA cap-
ping, which are also listed in Table 3.2, were incorporated into thin films as sensitizers.
TGA, in contrast to the TOPO capping shown in Fig. 2.20, binds covalently to Cd on
the crystal surface. The carboxyl end group of TGA is charged negative in aqueous
solution, so that the QDs could be used in the self-assembly process which is based
on electrostatic interactions. The dots were synthesized by collaboration partners at
Max Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces, Potsdam, using wet chemical routes





































































CdX nanocrystals (X=Se with ©/ 3.0 nm,
X=Te with ©/ 3.8 nm), with thioglycolic
acid (TGA) capping
Max Planck Institute of Colloids and
Interfaces
Table 3.2: Chemical structures of organic dyes and colloidal nanocrystals.
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approximately 8× 10−5 M (CdSe) and 5× 10−5 M (CdTe). The electronic properties of
the dots will be discussed in Chapter 6.
TiO2 nanoparticles
The TiO2 nanoparticles used in this work were obtained from Alfa Aesar as a white
powder. The manufacturer gives a mean diameter of 40 nm, a specific surface area
of 38 m2/g and claims 99.9% anatase crystal phase. The amphoteric behaviour of the
particles results in stable aqueous suspensions in acidic and in basic solution. Particles
were added in a concentration of 2 g/l either to aqueous solutions containing 0.5 mM of
both Na2CO3 and NaHCO3 with a resulting pH of 9.9, or they were added to DI-water
and the pH adjusted to 2.4 by titration with hydrochloric acid (25% in water). Basic
and acidic suspensions were used in the layer-by-layer self-assembly process.
We deposited individual TiO2 nanoparticles from a basic suspension on a copper mesh
coated with Formvar, so that we could image them with a transmission electron micro-
scope (TEM). Figure 3.1 displays two images we obtained from these measurements,
showing exclusively spherical particles. The finding of this shape confirms the predom-
inantly anatase crystal phase of the particles.
50 nm 200 nm
Figure 3.1: TEM images of TiO2 nanoparticles at different magnifications.
2407 detectable particles in the images in Fig. 3.1 were measured individually and in-
cluded in an analysis of the distribution of particle diameters. The measured diameters
were grouped into 1 nm wide classes and yielded a very broad and highly asymmet-
ric size distribution with a median diameter of 14.8 nm, as displayed in Fig. 3.2. The
arithmetic mean of the measured diameters was 19.9 nm, while the average measured


























particle diameter in nm
Figure 3.2: Size distribution of TiO2 particles obtained from the images in Fig. 3.1.
Very few particles with diameters less than 4 nm were found. The size of the smallest
particles is an important feature of the distribution, since they determine the pore size
in a porous assembly.1 It cannot be ruled out that some of the smallest particles were
missed because they could not be detected visually, however, we assume that their
number is small. We expect that the pore sizes in a porous assembly are determined
by particles with diameters of 8–10 nm, owing to the small fraction of particles with
smaller sizes.
3.2 Methods
In this section, the methods and instruments we used for the fabrication and char-
acterization of thin films and electronic devices are described. Special methods used
for device processing, such as polymer capping layer and top electrode fabrication, are
described in the Chapters 5 and 6.
3.2.1 Substrate cleaning and compact TiO2 coatings
Cleaning procedures
The cleaning procedure is designed to remove all surface contaminants and to create
surface charges on the substrates, which are required to initiate the self-assembly pro-
cess. The procedure consists of manual cleaning and two chemical cleaning steps, the
1Pores formed by big particles can be filled by small particles and thus reduced in size.
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latter of which induces surface charges. All faces of the slides were cleaned to make
sure that they do not contaminate the solutions used in the dipping process. Such
contamination would result in the precipitation of the dissolved content, stopping the
layer-by-layer build-up process. DI-water was used throughout the cleaning procedure.
At first, all slides were manually cleaned by thoroughly rubbing them in a water bath
with dishwashing detergent using Nitril gloves, and subsequently rinsing them in DI-
water. The manual cleaning proved to be a critical step: When manual cleaning failed
to produce sufficiently clean surfaces, the following chemical cleaning was futile and no
functional substrates were obtained.
The chemical cleaning was different for TCO coated and uncoated substrates owing to
the tendency of TCO coatings to dissolve in acidic baths. Bare glass or fused silica
slides were left overnight in a mixture of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide (volume
ration 1:1, ‘piranha solution’). This extremely acidic solution quickly dissolved any
oxide coatings, so that TCO coated substrates had to be cleaned in a sequence of less
aggressive organic baths. Dried TCO coated substrates were immersed for 3 min in six
subsequent baths, two each of chloroform, acetone, and 2-propanol. The baths were
heated to 60◦C and placed in an ultrasonicator to intensify the dissolution of dirt. After
this cleaning step, the substrates were rinsed in DI-water. When the substrates were
stored therein, they remained clean for several weeks.
The third and surface charge inducing step had to be executed within 48 hrs before the
start of the self-assembly process. It was identical for all substrate types and is referred
to as the ‘RCA method’ in the literature [127]. Samples were immersed in a mixture of
DI-water, ammonium hydroxide (30 wt. % ammonia in water), and hydrogen peroxide
(30 wt. % in water) in a volume ratio of 5:1:1. First, DI-water and ammonium hydroxide
were mixed and heated to 80◦C in a water bath, then the substrates and cooled hydrogen
peroxide were added so that a temperature of 72–75◦C established. Samples remained
immersed for 10 min while the temperature was kept constant. Gas bubbles forming on
the surfaces were shaken off repeatedly to ensure continuous exposure of the samples
to the bath. After the RCA cleaning procedure, the substrates were thoroughly rinsed
with DI-water once again and stored therein until they were processed further. The
successful creation of surface charges resulted in highly hydrophilic surfaces.
Fabrication of compact TiO2 coatings
We used a sol-gel dip-coating process described by Fan et al. to fabricate compact TiO2
thin films on FTO coated substrates [85]. Methods based on spin-coating [128, 129]
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did not yield the desired results, as SEM images revealed that the substrates were not
homogeneously covered. We prepared a sol by mixing titanium isopropoxide (99.5%
purity) with ethanol (99.9% purity) and acetic acid (99.9% purity) while vigorously
stirring with a magnetic stirrer. All chemicals were obtained from Aldrich and used as
received. Cleaned FTO substrates were dipped into the sol using a dipping robot from
Riegler&Kirstein GmbH, Potsdam, and withdrawn slowly so that a gel film formed.
Using the robot offered precise control of the withdrawal speed, which turned out to be
crucial for the quality of the films and was set at 20 mm/min. The samples were dried
in a nitrogen flow after the dip. The whole process was repeated one time in order to
ensure a complete coverage.
The samples were then annealed at 550◦C to obtain a TiO2 film with an anatase crystal
structure. A slow ramping of the temperature during heating and cooling is essential
to allow the forming TiO2 film to adapt to the mechanical stress induced by the tem-
perature change without producing cracks, which destroy the functionality of the film
[85, 129]. We increased the temperature at a rate of 1◦C/min, kept the temperature
constant at 550◦C for 30 min, and then decreased it at a rate of 0.5◦C/min. For a pre-
cise stabilization and control of the temperature, an oxidation oven with a quartz glass
chamber surrounded by a heater coil was equipped with a thermocouple connected to
a Model 6100 PID temperature controller by West Instruments. The device featured
automated adjustment to the system inertia parameters and produced highly stable
temperatures inside the chamber. We observed no substantial reduction of the conduc-
tivity of the underlying FTO by the annealing.
In order to contact the front electrode of the device, it is necessary to leave parts of the
FTO layer uncovered of TiO2. Such a structure was achieved by covering areas of FTO
with a protective foil during the dip-coating process. We used a foil which could be
removed easily without any residues. We also attempted to remove parts of the TiO2
film after completing the sol-gel process by etching. The RCA bath described above
was employed as an etchant, and areas which had to remain covered with TiO2 were
protected by adhesive tape. This latter method, however, proved less practical because
the cleaning process had to be repeated after removing the adhesive tape. Samples
coated with compact TiO2 showed good hydrophilicity after annealing and were only
briefly immersed into the RCA bath to enhance this property for the subsequent self-




Layer-by-layer self-assembly processes can be induced by sequences of dips of a hydro-
philic substrate into aqueous solutions of charged particles and polymers, as described
in Section 2.4. We executed these processes in a cleanroom environment using a dip-
ping system based on a Riegler&Kirstein robot, the workbench of which is shown in
Fig. 3.3. The system was equipped with a rinse cascade with a controlled DI-water sup-
ply (1 in Fig. 3.3) and a drying stage with a nitrogen supply (2). Several containers with
solutions of QDs or polymers (3) as well as a TiO2 suspension placed in an ultrasonic
bath (4) were used for dip-coating. During self-assembly processes, the ultrasonic bath
was switched on for 1 min in regular intervals in order to avoid particle precipitation.
It remained switched off while samples were immersed in the TiO2 suspension. Glass
slides were held by teflon sample holders (5) and positioned in solutions, rinsed, and
dried by moving the robot arm in three dimensions with stepping motors. Sequences
of movements with controlled dipping speeds, withdrawal speeds, and immersion times
were programmed using the robot software running on a MS-DOS PC and repeated an





Figure 3.3: Work bench of the robotic dipping system. (1) rinsing stage, (2) drying
stage, (3) polymer solution containers, (4) ultrasonic bath, and (5) sample holder.
It turned out during our experiments that the quality of the grown films crucially
depends on the completeness and speed of the drying process. The drying method
and hardware were designed to quickly blow off remaining water from the faces of the
slide. This approach proved more appropriate than slowly blowing the samples dry by






Figure 3.4: N2 stream (black arrows) through plastic nozzles (top left and right) used
for rapid drying of sample slides (middle, blue arrow: sample movement during drying).
particles and molecules will be removed instead of settling down on the sample surface
as the solvent evaporates.
Figure 3.4 schematically shows two nozzles (yellow, top left and right) obtained from
Lockwood Products, Lake Oswego (OR), that were used for drying the samples with
a stream of nitrogen. With the N2 supply off, a glass sample (light blue, middle) was
inserted between the two nozzles until the wet part of the sample was below the nozzles.
Then, the N2 supply was turned on and the slide was moved upwards through the gap,
so that all water was blown off the slide faces. The process was repeated three times
to ensure a complete drying. The actual angle between the sample surface and the
nozzles, see (2) in Fig. 3.3, was larger than the one shown in the sketch in Fig. 3.4.
Basic process sequence and coating protocols
The layer-by-layer self-assembly processes used for this work followed a protocol re-
ported in the literature [43, 115]. All layers were prepared by dipping charged samples
into solutions containing oppositely charged species. The first two or three dips were
for longer times to ensure a complete coverage. After that, shorter dips into baths con-
taining species with opposite charge were repeated alternatingly until the desired layer
thickness was achieved. Unless noted otherwise, every dip was followed by rinsing in
DI-water and drying in a flow of nitrogen, using the equipment and methods described
above.
The amphoteric behaviour of TiO2 particles allows to grow composite films in combi-
nation with polyions charged either positive or negative, and also the use of charge
reversing solutions. After hydrophilization, all substrates were first dipped into a
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solution of PEI polymer for 5 min. The next steps were alternating dips into a TiO2
nanoparticle suspension and either an acidic buffer solution (sample type A described
below), PSS polyanion (sample type B) or PDAC polycation (sample type C). All dips
before and including the first dip into the nanoparticle suspension were for 5 min in
order to ensure the formation of complete monolayers. For all subsequent dips, the
dipping time was reduced to 1 min, so that the time necessary to produce thick films
was decreased by a factor of 5–10 compared to the times reported in other publica-
tions [41, 43, 115]. Three types of samples using different material combinations are
described in the following:
Sample type A was grown by alternate dipping into a basic suspension of TiO2 par-
ticles, with negative charges, and a buffer solution with pH = 2, which reversed
the charges of the TiO2 particles to positive. The first dip after PEI was into the
TiO2 suspension for 5 min, all subsequent dips were for 1 min.
Sample type B was grown using an acidic TiO2 suspension inducing positive charges
and a PSS solution. The first dips after PEI were into PSS and then into the
TiO2 suspension, both for 5 min. All subsequent dips were for 1 min.
Sample type C was fabricated with a protocol which is equivalent to the sample type
A protocol, but instead of the buffer solution we used a solution of PDAC.
The structural characterization of these three types of samples will be described in
Chapter 4. Samples containing light sensitive materials were grown using variations of
the above protocols and will be characterized in the subsequent Chapters 5 and 6:
PTEBS samples were grown with a protocol equivalent to the type B protocol. The
dips into PSS solutions were replaced by dips into PTEBS solutions. All other
dips remained unchanged.
QD sensitized samples were fabricated using a variation of the type C protocol.
After dipping into a basic TiO2 suspension and into PDAC, samples were dipped
into a QD solution for 1 min, which contained either CdSe or CdTe QDs with
negatively charged capping layers. Subsequently they were dipped again into
PDAC, so that the process sequence was TiO2 → PDAC→ QDs→ PDAC→ . . .
After every dipping step, the samples were rinsed in water and then dried, except
for the QD solution, after which samples were dried first, then rinsed, and then
dried again.
Attempts to grow films without polyions using negatively charged QDs and positively
charged TiO2 nanoparticles in acidic solution were not successful.
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In the following, one ‘dipping cycle’ refers to the process sequence which includes one
dip into TiO2. For all sample types, samples were grown with different thicknesses by
repeating the dipping cycles a different number of times, with a maximum of 120 cycles.
3.2.3 Structure characterization
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
We analyzed the surface composition of layer-by-layer grown films with X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS). We introduced the samples in an Omicron UHV chamber
with a base pressure of 2×10−11 mbar where they were irradiated with Al and Mg Kα1/2
radiation. The kinetic energy spectra of emitted photoelectrons were recorded with a
hemispherical analyzer (PHOIBOS 100) at a pass energy of 20 eV. No sample charging
or beam damage was observed.
The kinetic energy Ekin of a photoelectron emitted upon X-ray excitation is given by
Ekin = hν − Ebind, where hν is the energy of the X-ray source and Ebind is the binding
energy of the electron. Ebind is specific for atomic levels and experiences slight shifts
by the chemical environment of the emitting atom. Therefore, one can determine the
atomic and chemical composition of a surface irradiated by a monochromatic X-ray
source from the spectrum of the kinetic energies of the emitted photoelectrons [130].
XPS is surface sensitive because the depths from where photoelectrons can escape with-
out losing kinetic energy by inelastic scattering are generally on the order of 0.5–2.0 nm
in metals and less than 10 nm in organic matter for typical kinetic energies [131]. When
photoelectrons lose kinetic energy by scattering, their source can no longer be identified.
Scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy and profilometry
We investigated the morphology of sample surfaces using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). One-dimensional height profiles and film
thicknesses were determined by AFM and with a profilometer.
For SEM, samples are introduced into a vacuum chamber and a focused beam of high
energy electrons is scanned across the sample surface. The beam leads to the emission
of secondary electrons, with the magnitude of the current depending on the surface
morphology. The current is recorded for each scanning spot and converted into an
image of the sample surface. The SEM instruments we used were a JEOL JSM-840A
at 30 kV electrode voltage and a JEOL JSM-T300 at 20 kV.
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The AFM system we used consisted of a Veeco Instruments Multimode AFM with a
Nanoscope IV controller operating in tapping mode. In this setup, a vibrating tip with
a typical radius of 20 nm is positioned within the range of atomic forces above the
surface of a sample. When it is scanned across the surface, the height profile of the
sample determines the distance between tip and surface and thus the forces acting upon
the tip. These forces dampen the tip vibration and can thus be measured, so that a
two-dimensional surface height profile can be recorded. Vertical positioning and lateral
scanning is performed by piezoelectric elements.
We used an Ambios XP-1 stylus profilometer for one-dimensional surface profile mea-
surements. This instrument presses a stylus onto a sample with a weak force on the
order of 10−6 N and scans the stylus along a straight line. The stylus follows the surface
morphology so that a one-dimensional height profile can be recorded. This technique
is not well suited for samples with very soft or fragile surfaces.
3.2.4 Optical and electronic characterization
Absorption in solution
Absorption spectra were recorded using a Shimadzu UV-2101 PC spectral photometer
at 1 nm slit width. The solutions and the clean solvent were filled into two separate
10 mm wide quartz cuvettes. These were placed in two parallel light beams, so that
optical absorption by the solvent and the cuvettes was eliminated from the recorded
absorption signal.
I /V curve measurements
For the measurements of I/V curves, samples were placed in test fixtures, contacted
with gold wires, and illuminated with white light through the transparent front elec-
trode. We used voltmeters and combined ammeter/voltage source units which were
controlled by PCs running LabView under Microsoft Windows. The measurements were
conducted with two different setups at the Institute of Physics at Humboldt University
(HU) in Berlin and at the Energy Conversion Systems Lab at Virginia Commonwealth
University (VCU) in Richmond (VA). The LabView software was written specifically
for these measurements and allowed for time-resolved current and voltage recordings
with a resolution on the order of 1 sec.
We used a Keithley 487 picoammeter/voltage source and an additional Keithley 2000
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multimeter with a resistance of 10 MΩ for independent four point voltage measurements
at HU, see Fig. 3.5. The samples were held by a test fixture with the back electrodes
facing up. The back electrode and exposed parts of the front electrode could be con-
tacted by micrometer screw adjusted gold wires from the top. Underneath the sample
we placed a standard mirror at a 45◦ angle, so that the sample could be illuminated by
a light source placed to its left. For the illumination, we used Solux bulbs with modu-
lated color temperatures of 4700K. We measured their intensity with a photometer and
placed them at a distance of 40 cm, so that the power density incident on the sample
surface was 100 mW/cm2. The right image in Fig. 3.6 shows the test fixture with a
contacted sample.
Figure 3.5: HU measurement setup with (from left to right) picoammeter/voltage source
and multimeter, sample fixture, PC control unit.
Most photoelectronic measurements were conducted at VCU, where we used a Spectra-
Physics Solar Simulator equipped with a fiber optic as a light-source. A home-built
positioning fixture was adapted to our sample sizes and held these upright, so that they
could be illuminated from one side through the front electrode while the back electrode
was contacted from the other side. The front electrode was contacted using metal clamps
in a way that no shadow was cast on the devices. For back electrode contact, the setup
was equipped with a gold wire spring which could compensate the vibrations of the setup
mechanically. The setup kept the wire spring contact and the defocused light beam from
the fiber optic in a fixed position. Using two positioning knobs of the fixture, the sample
was moved relative to that position, so that the devices could be contacted individually
without disassembling the setup. After intensity calibration using a photometer, the
fiber optic was positioned in such a way that the power density illuminating the devices
was 100 mW/cm2. The left image in Fig. 3.6 shows the positioning fixture with an
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acrylic glass sample holder holding one sample. Behind the sample, the exit lens of the
fiber optic is visible. In front of the sample, an adjustable arm holds the wire spring
contact.
Figure 3.6: Left: VCU sample fixture with fiber optic illuminator, right: HU sample
fixture with illumination mirror underneath the sample.
Spectral photocurrent measurements
We used a Perkin Elmer LS 50 scanning fluorescence spectrometer equipped with a
xenon lamp as a monochromatic light source to analyze the spectral behaviour of our
cells. The spectral light intensity was determined with a Hamamatsu S1226-BQ UV
photodiode. The photocurrent of the cells was measured in open circuit condition while
the cells were held and contacted by the fixture shown in the right image of Fig. 3.6.
Chapter 4
Structure of self-assembled
TiO2 / polyion heterofilms
4.1 Outline
Nanostructured thin films are grown from suspensions of TiO2 nanoparticles in com-
bination with polyion solutions or charge reversing baths, using the layer-by-layer self-
assembly method described in the preceding chapter. We report the results of the
structural characterization of type A, B, and C samples with respect to morphology,
composition, and internal structure. The focus of these characterizations is on the
application of the self-assembled films as active electrodes in hybrid photovoltaic de-
vices. A discussion of our findings with respect to device applications will conclude this
chapter.
4.2 Characterization results and discussion
4.2.1 Film morphology and thickness
Macroscopic film quality
From all three dip-coating protocols A, B, and C defined in Section 3.2.2, we obtained
samples which were uniformly coated on a macroscopic level. The results did not depend
on which of the substrate types listed in Section 3.1.1 was used, as long as the cleaning
process described in Section 3.2.1 was successful. Different sample types displayed very
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Figure 4.1: Samples coated with 60 dipping cycles using PSS (type B, left) and PDAC
(type C, right).
different opacities after the coating process, with type C samples being the most opaque,
followed by the types B and A. As an example, Fig. 4.1 shows one sample of type B
and one of type C, each of which has been coated by 60 dipping cycles on both faces.
Film surface structures
We investigated the thickness of the coatings and the surface morphology, both of which
are important features of photovoltaic cells, using SEM and AFM. Figure 4.2 shows the
SEM images, which reveal that the surface structures differ in such a way that the
different opacities mentioned above can be explained by the light scattering properties
of the films.
Sample type A (top images in Fig. 4.2) has the smoothest surface structure, with a
small number of aggregates larger than 100 nm on a rather flat surface. The surface
of sample type B (middle) is rougher, with a higher density of aggregates with larger
size. Sample type C looks much different, it is entirely composed of aggregates of sizes
in the range of one micrometer. This size makes them efficient scattering centers for
visible light [70]. As noted in Chapter 2, this is an important finding, since it has been
shown that scattering centers can increase the performance of nanocrystalline solar cells
[69, 70]. Further, He et al. [43] investigated DSSCs with layer-by-layer grown electrodes
and found higher efficiencies for electrodes fabricated with PDAC than for electrodes
fabricated with PSS. This finding can be explained by the different morphologies and
light scattering properties of the film surface.
We repeated the coating experiments with the same monomeric concentrations of PDAC
and PSS in solution, but with different polymer molecular weights and with NaCl added
in different concentrations from 1 M to 3 M. In this range, where electrostatic interac-
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Figure 4.2: SEM images of samples of type A (top), type B (middle), and type C
(bottom), revealing different surface structures. The scan areas are 120µm× 80µm
(left, 1k magnification), 24µm× 16µm (middle, 5k), and 6µm× 4µm (right, 20k).
tions are screened on the length scale of Na+ ion radii, ionic strength has been shown
to strongly affect the adsorption behaviour of polyions [132, 133]. Other contributions
also reported a dependence of adsorption behaviour on ionic strength [40, 41, 117], but
exceptions have also been found, see [134] and references therein. Since the chemical
structure of the polyions affected the surface morphology of our layer-by-layer grown
thin films, a change in conformation or adsorption behaviour was also expected to in-
fluence the film growth and yield different morphologies. The film morphologies we
obtained, however, did not show any difference compared to the ones obtained without
adding any salt. Different molecular weights gave no changes, either.
The origin of the aggregates found on type C samples could be aggregation of nanoparti-
cles in solution. However, two results contradict that hypothesis. First, type A samples,
which were prepared from the same TiO2 nanoparticle solution, show a much smaller
number of aggregates per area. Second, AFM images of type C samples coated with
only one dip into the nanoparticle suspension display individual particles, as shown in
igure 4.2: S i ages of sa ples of type (top), type ( iddle), and type
(botto ), revealing different surface structures. he scan areas are 120µ 80µ
(left, 1k agnification), 24µ 16µ ( iddle, 5k), and 6µ 4µ (right, 20k).
tions are screened on the length scale of Na+ ion radii, ionic strength has been shown
to strongly affect the adsorption behaviour of polyions [132, 133]. Other contributions
also reported a dependence of adsorption behaviour on ionic strength [40, 41, 117], but
exceptions have also been found, see [134] and references therein. Since the chemical
structure of the polyions affected the surface morphology of our layer-by-layer grown
thin films, a change in conformation or adsorption behaviour was also expected to in-
fluence the film growth and yield different morphologies. The film morphologies we
obtained, however, did not show any difference compared to the ones obtained without
adding any salt. Different molecular weights gave no changes, either.
The origin of the aggregates found on type C samples could be aggregation of nanoparti-
cles in solution. However, two results contradict that hypothesis. First, type A samples,
which were prepared from the same TiO2 nanoparticle solution, show a much smaller
number of aggregates per area. Second, AFM images of type C samples coated with
only one dip into the nanoparticle suspension display individual particles, as shown in
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Fig. 4.3, but no aggregates. Therefore, we conclude that the aggregates grow layer-by-
layer during the dip-coating process.
Figure 4.3: TiO2 nanoparticles deposited on glass by dip-coating.
Film thickness measurements by AFM
The film thickness was determined by scratching off a thin line of the film with a
razor blade or toothpick and recording the height image of the resulting step on a
100× 100µm2 area by AFM. Figure 4.4 shows the averaged AFM height profile per-




Figure 4.4: AFM averaged height profile (left) and image (right, black rectangle marks
the averaging area) of a type C sample (60 dipping cycles) with a scratch exposing the
glass substrate (left part of images).
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We checked for scanning damages caused by the AFM tip by subsequent imaging of
the height measurement site with an optical microscope and a CCD camera. We ob-
served that for thick samples coated with more than 100 dipping cycles, the surface had
frequently been scratched by the tip, even though no traces of such behaviour were vis-
ible in the recorded AFM image. Such measurements were excluded from the analysis.
For the sample types B and C, we observed a linear growth of the film thickness with
the number of dipping cycles, as has been reported elsewhere for these types of films
[43, 115]. The growth rates were 24.0 nm/dipping cycle for type B, and 24.4 nm/dipping
cycle for type C, which is on the order of the average TiO2 particle diameter. For type
A samples, no reproducible linear growth was observed. The typical thickness of a sam-
ple after 50 deposition cycles was 500 nm, corresponding to an increase of 10 nm/cycle,
which is less than the nanoparticle diameter.
The more regular growth and the higher growth rates of the TiO2 / polyion protocols
compared to the buffer solution protocol indicate that the polyions play a crucial role
in the layer-by-layer self-assembly process. Apparently, efficient charge reversal on the
sample surface induced by the high charge density of adsorbing polyions is a prerequisite
for a sustained regular layer-by-layer growth.
4.2.2 Film composition
Since the amount of polymer in the films cannot be determined with either of the
microscopy methods described in the preceding section, we investigated the film com-
position with XPS.
We used sets of type B and C samples grown on ITO substrates. Each set contained
seven samples coated by the first, the first two, up to the first seven steps of the
corresponding protocol, as well as a pair of thick samples precoated with 60 cycles,
one of them with one additional polyion coating. We took the XPS signal from the
core levels of specific atoms to identify the source as either the polymer, TiO2, or bare
ITO substrate. The latter two were reliably detected by the signals of the Ti 2p core
level (TiO2) and In 3d core level (ITO substrate). The detection of PDAC polymer
(type C samples) proved difficult, because the signals of carbon and nitrogen are both
compromised by contaminations deposited on the sample surfaces in ambient air. The
presence of these contaminations showed in significant carbon and nitrogen signals
from samples which are not expected to contain these elements, like, e.g., bare ITO
substrates. The detection of PSS in type B samples was more reliable because the S 2p
signature can be measured without any interference from contaminations.
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As explained in Section 3.2.3, only photoelectrons excited within the escape depth
contribute to the XPS core level signals. Since the mean escape depth of TiO2 is 2.1 nm,
the recorded XPS signal stems from a surface layer which is a few nanometers wide [135].
Nevertheless, we consider XPS an appropriate method for the determination of the bulk
composition of the thin films: Since the films are grown layer by layer, we expect the
composition of deep lying parts of the film to be very similar to the composition close
to the surface.
At certain kinetic energies Ekini , the recorded count rate of photoelectrons belongs to a
core level of a specific atom i. Then,
Ekini = hν − Ebindi , (4.1)
where hν is the energy of the X-ray source and Ebindi is the electron binding energy of the
core level. The recorded spectra showed count rate peaks at various core level binding
energies and typical XPS background signals. The background signal was higher for
lower kinetic energies, but it remained constant between individual core level peaks.
This type of background has first been described by Shirley [136] and is attributed to
inelastic photoelectron scattering in the solid. It can be derived using a scattering cross
section function which depends on the magnitude of the energy loss of the scattered
electron [137, 138]. Figure 4.5 shows a scan of the photoelectron spectrum of a type C
sample coated with 30 dipping cycles. The most prominent peaks are assigned to core
levels of oxygen, titanium, and carbon, and to an oxygen Auger conversion which also
























Figure 4.5: Photoelectron spectrum versus calculated binding energies with character-
istic core level peaks and background signal.
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Survey scans covering the entire accessible spectrum were used to identify the position
of all individual XPS signals. After a complete assignment of all signals to elements
present on the sample surface, individual peaks were scanned with higher resolution to
determine the exact position and strength of the signal. Background subtraction from
these higher resolution scans was performed manually, assuming a linear increase of the
background signal across each peak.
Figure 4.6 displays detailed scans of two separate energy regions obtained from two
type B samples, one after the first PSS coating step (black line) and and one after
the subsequent first TiO2 step (red line). The Ti 2p, In 3d, and S 2p peaks are doublets
split by spin-orbit coupling (not resolved for S 2p) and represent signals from TiO2, ITO
substrate, and PSS, respectively. One observes from the graphs that after the first TiO2
coating step a Ti 2p signal appears. Meanwhile, both the In 3d and the S 2p signal are
reduced since ITO and PSS are now both partially covered with TiO2 nanoparticles. For
the quantitative analysis described in the following, the count rates of a peak doublet
chosen to represent element i were integrated after background subtraction to give the

































Figure 4.6: XPS core level signals before (black lines) and after (red lines) coating with
TiO2 nanoparticles (background signal removed).
The measured count rates fi were used for the analysis of the composition of the pho-
toemitting part of the samples. fi is proportional to both the number of the specific
atoms Natomi and the core level specific atomic sensitivity factor ASFi:
fi = k Natomi ASFi (4.2)
Here, k is a constant containing factors that are not element-specific, including the
intensity of the X-ray source.
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We assume a uniform maximum escape depth of photoelectrons d for all types of mate-
rials, such that for a certain domain of the sample only the material at the surface emits
photoelectrons without energy losses. Then, the number of a specific type of signature
atoms (e.g., sulfur) is proportional to both the area Si that the corresponding material
(e.g., PSS) covers and the volume density of signature atoms natomi in that material.
Natomi = Si d natomi (4.3)
Since each monomer of PSS contains one sulfur atom, the volume density of sulfur atoms
equals the volume density of the monomer of PSS. The latter can be calculated from
the mass density of pure PSS, which we took as 1.2 g/cm3, and the specific mass of the
monomer of 183.2 u. Likewise, each titanium atom that contributes to the photoelectron
signal corresponds to a group of one titanium and two oxygen atoms, which is the
building block of TiO2 crystals and has a mass of 79.9 u. The volume density of that
group is defined by its mass and the mass density of TiO2, taken as 4.26 g/cm3.
The ratio of indium to tin in the ITO samples we used was measured as 7.9:1 by
comparing the XPS signals from the In 3d and the Sn 3d core levels from different
samples. It follows that to each indium signature atom belong 0.127 tin atoms and 1.75
oxygen atoms. As before, the volume density of this fractional group can be calculated
from its mass of 157.9 u and the mass density of ITO, which we took as 6.8 g/cm3.
We call these respective groups ‘monomers’ and use the equality of atom and monomer
densities:
natomi = nmoni (4.4)
The monomer volume density nmoni can be calculated from its specific mass mmoni and





The quantities we are interested in are the relative sizes of the areas Si covered with
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where fi and fj are the measured count rates and all other quantities are known con-
stants.
Even though the absolute sizes of the individual areas cannot be determined, we can
calculate the relative sizes of the uncovered surface area and the areas covered with
either TiO2 or PSS. We assume that the entire surface is composed of these three
types of areas and normalize the data for each sample individually, so that their sum
accounts for 100%. Figure 4.7 displays the relative contributions measured after each
of the deposition steps described above. The data of the first two deposition steps was
calculated from the XPS signals displayed in Fig. 4.6. After the very first PSS deposition
step, 41% of the surface are covered with PSS, and 59% are left uncovered (no TiO2
coverage is present). A TiO2 coverage appears after the following step, when TiO2
nanoparticles are deposited. The TiO2 coverage jumps to 14%, while the contribution
of both ITO and PSS are reduced, showing that these areas are being covered by
nanoparticles. The reduction of PSS coverage, however, is much less than the reduction
expected for a complete re-dissolution of the PSS polymer during the sample immersion
in the TiO2 bath. We can therefore reject the hypothesis that the polymer is re-dissolved
and not incorporated into the films.
The third set of data in Fig. 4.7 displays the relative coverages after the second PSS
deposition step. During this process, the uncovered area (ITO) is further reduced.
So is the area covered with TiO2, showing the deposition of PSS polymers on top of
the nanoparticles. The PSS coverage increases roughly to the level before the TiO2
deposition. During the fourth, fifth, and sixth deposition step, the relative coverages
are changed in equivalent ways: Uncovered area is reduced continuously, and the PSS
coverage fluctuates around 40%. The TiO2 coverage is slightly reduced during PSS
deposition, and increases sharply by 14-18% during deposition of TiO2 nanoparticles.
The last two data sets correspond to one complete deposition cycle on top of a sample
that had been precoated by 60 previous cycles. No indium signal was detected, indi-
cating that the substrate is covered completely. Hence, a complete deposition cycle
does not alter the surface composition at this stage. The data that is displayed was
recorded after TiO2 and after PSS deposition, respectively. It shows that the relative
coverages are changed by the individual deposition steps. This finding confirms that
additional amounts of both polymer and nanoparticles are deposited during the immer-
sion of thick samples and that both materials are incorporated continuously during the
whole coating process. The incorporation of TiO2 nanoparticles was expected from the
observed continuous linear increase of sample thickness. An incorporation of polymers,
however, was not clear so far [115].

















































Figure 4.7: Fraction of sample surface covered with TiO2 nanoparticles, PSS polymer,
or uncovered (ITO), after a sequence of deposition steps.
4.2.3 Internal film structure
For the photovoltaic applications of thin composite TiO2 / polymer films outlined in
Chapter 2, the internal film morphology is crucial. The size of the specific internal
surface restricts the amount of molecules that can be deposited for sensitization. The
size and connectivity of the pores determine the accessibility of the internal surface from
the outside by particle diffusion. These internal features cannot be reliably determined
by surface sensitive techniques such as XPS or SEM.
We investigated the film penetration and adsorption of organic molecules directly. To
that end, we immersed nanoporous films grown layer-by-layer into solutions of organic
dye molecules. Sample batches of four samples coated with 30, 60, 90, and 120 dipping
cycles were grown using the protocols A, B, and C, and left in the solutions until a
significant coloration had occurred. All samples of one batch were immersed for the
exact same time. We used the dyes fluorescein, Rhod6G and Ru535 listed in Table 3.2.
The metal complex dye Ru535 is known to strongly bind to and sensitize TiO2 surfaces
[28, 56, 139]. Following the adsorption recipe provided by Solaronix, samples were
heated to 70◦C and the solution to 80◦C before sample immersion. With the samples
immersed, the solutions were kept at 70◦C for another 2–3 hrs, and then allowed to
cool down overnight. Then, samples were removed and dried in nitrogen. All sample
types assumed a brown color. Desorption of the dye occurred in less than 15 min when
samples were immersed in sodium hydroxide solution.
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For Rhod6G, no elevated temperatures were applied during the adsorption process.
After 55 min of immersion, dye adsorption had saturated and samples were removed
and dried in nitrogen. The results were different for different sample types. While no
significant coloration was observed for type A and C samples, type B samples, which
were grown with polyanionic PSS, were intensely colored in dark pink. Desorption in
ethanol took several days, and required the samples to be placed in fresh solvent several
times. All desorbed dye was quantified for each sample using a method described below.
After 55 min of adsorption time in a solution of anionic fluorescein, we observed only a
very light orange color for type A and C samples, and no coloration for type B samples.
In any case, no sufficient desorption of dye could be detected even after several days of
immersion in clean sodium carbonate solution.
The only batches where significant concentrations of dye could be detected in the des-
orption solutions were the sample types A, B, and C coated with Ru535, and type B
coated with Rhod6G. The latter was colored more intensely than the Ru535 samples.
The amount of dye in the solutions was determined by absorption spectroscopy. Figure
4.8 shows the absorption spectra of Ru535 and Rhod6G with the maxima at 309 nm
and at 530 nm which we used for the quantitative analysis.



















Figure 4.8: Extinction coefficients of Ru535 in sodium hydroxide solution (solid line)
and Rhod6G in isopropanol (dashed line).
Figure 4.9 shows an image of a complete batch of type B samples of different thicknesses
dyed with Rhod6G, as well as an image and the absorbance spectra of the desorption
baths after dye desorption. Note that the bottom ends of the samples are bare, since
irregular coatings at the bottom edges were removed manually. One observes that the
thicker samples on the right are more intensely colored and also that the corresponding
desorption baths apparently contain more dye.
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Figure 4.9: a) From left to right: type B samples coated with 30, 60, 90, and 120 layers
after Rhod6G adsorption, b) desorption baths of each sample, c) bath absorbance in
UV-Vis range.
The concentration c of the desorption solution was calculated from the measured ab-
sorbance Aλ at wavelength λ and the optical path length of the cell d using Beer’s
law:
Aλ = c ελd (4.8)
We used the following values of the molar extinction coefficients ελ: For Ru535 dissolved
in sodium carbonate solution we measured ελ = 4.6 104 l mol−1cm−1 at λ = 309 nm, and
for Rhod6G dissolved in isopropanol we used ελ = 1.05 105 l mol−1cm−1 at λ = 530 nm
[140].
From the concentration and the total volume of desorption solution one obtains n, the
amount of desorbed dye molecules.
n = c V (4.9)
Figure 4.10 displays the measured amount of dye molecules n per covered sample area
Ssample against the sample thickness, which was determined by AFM, according to the
method described in Section 4.2.1. The apparently linear relationship provides quan-
titative evidence that the internal surface increases linearly with the sample thickness,
and that all of that area is accessible for dye molecules in solution. Each of the graphs
is based on a series of desorption and spectroscopy experiments as displayed in Fig. 4.9.
Assuming that the molecules form a monolayer on the surface and that each molecule
occupies an area of Sdye when adsorbed, one can calculate the ratio of the internal
surface area covered with dye and the area of the projection plane Ssample. The ratio of
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Figure 4.10: Amount of deposited dye (quantified by absorption spectroscopy) ver-
sus film thickness (measured by AFM): a) type C/Ru535, b) type B/Ru535, c) type
A/Ru535, d) type B/Rhod6G.




Using the equations (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10), the RF can be calculated from known
quantities:
RF = AλV Sdye
ελdSsample
(4.11)
The following table gives the amounts of deposited molecules per film thickness calcu-
lated from the linear fit of the data in Fig. 4.10, as well as the corresponding RF for
films with a thickness of 1µm calculated using equation (4.11):
sample molecules/area in mmol/m2µm RF for 1µm
a) type C/Ru535 0.205 123
b) type B/Ru535 0.075 45
c) type A/Ru535 0.134 81
d) type B/Rhod6G 2.053 1236
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The RFs obtained for Ru535 coated samples are on the same order of magnitude as
the value given in the literature (RF = 77) for 1µm thick sintered thin films of TiO2
nanoparticles (P25, Degussa) [141]. We therefore believe that indeed a coverage of
roughly one monolayer of Ru535 forms and that the obtained values reflect the actual
value of the surface area. Since the specific coverage of Rhod6G molecules is one order
of magnitude larger, we believe that the coverage in this case is significantly higher
than a monolayer and that the calculated value of the RF overestimates the real film
property.
The film penetration of ionic dyes is apparently influenced by electrostatic interactions
with the polyions incorporated into the layers. When negatively charged fluorescein dye
was used, no dye adsorption was observed for sample type B containing the polyanion
PSS, while type C samples containing the polycation PDAC were colored orange. The
adsorption of positively charged Rhod6G was also selective: Films containing PSS
showed strong adsorption of the dye, while films containing polycationic PDAC did
not. The following table summarizes the degrees of coloration observed for the different
sample types:
sample type Ru535 (neutral) Rhod6G (+) fluorescein (–)
B (PSS, –) moderate strong none
C (PDAC, +) moderate none weak
Type A films that were grown using a buffer solution with pH = 2 in general behaved
like type C samples, however, the difference compared to type B are less pronounced.
The results in this section demonstrate that small dye molecules in solution can pene-
trate the porous films and adsorb on the internal surface. The linear dependence of the
deposited amount of molecules on sample thickness underlines that penetration is not
limited to any depth of the films investigated. The films are therefore believed to have
an interconnected system of pores large enough for molecule diffusion. The molecule
coverage is apparently independent of film depth and uniform for all samples of the
same type, indicating a uniform internal structure of the films.
4.3 Summary and conclusions
We conducted a characterization of thin films of TiO2 nanoparticles and polyions grown
with a layer-by-layer self-assembly process. We analyzed the growth mechanism, film
composition, surface structure, and internal structure with a focus on utilization in
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photovoltaic cells. We observed a linear growth for sample types B and C, which we
grew using polyions, with a deposition rate close to a monolayer of TiO2 particles during
each dipping cycle. The growth of type A samples, in contrast, which did not involve
any polyion solutions, was less regular, and the average deposited amount per dipping
cycle was less than a monolayer. Apparently, the deposition of TiO2 nanoparticles
dominated the total increase of thickness and thus also mass during each dipping cycle.
Apparently, polyions played a crucial role in the layer-by-layer process by inducing
charge reversal on the surface.
We determined the surface composition of samples grown with polyion solutions and
found a continuous incorporation of the polymers into the films. This finding led us to
conclude that the films contain polymers in significant amounts. Hence, with respect
to functionalized films, the incorporation of charged polymers with special optical or
electronic properties into the thin films seems to be a feasible approach.
SEM images revealed that the surface structure varied between the sample types. Espe-
cially type C samples showed a distinct structure, with the surface completely covered
by aggregates with sizes of a few micrometers. These features have the potential to in-
crease the path length of light in the films significantly by light scattering. An increased
efficiency of photovoltaic cells based on these films has been observed previously [43].
The internal structure was investigated by dye diffusion into the pores and adsorption on
the internal surface. The experiments proved that the films feature a connected network
of pores large enough for deep penetration of molecules. Electrostatic interactions
between dye molecules in solution and polyions in the films had a significant influence
on adsorption. These film properties are important for the sensitization of the TiO2
nanoparticles with organic dyes for an application in DSSCs.
The results of structural characterizations presented in this chapter open up various
strategies for the fabrication of hybrid organic / inorganic photovoltaic cells using the
method of layer-by-layer self-assembly. Apart from sensitization with organic dyes after
the film growth, the incorporation of light-absorbing species such as conjugated poly-
mers or semiconductor QDs into the films during the growth process appears promising.
This approach was pursued in the experiments presented in the following chapters.
Chapter 5
TiO2 / polythiophene thin film
devices
5.1 Outline
In this chapter, we report on the fabrication and characterization of hybrid bulk hetero-
junction photovoltaic cells, consisting of TiO2 nanoparticles as an n-conductive phase
and the polythiophene derivative PTEBS, described in Section 3.1, as a p-conductive
and additionally light-absorbing phase. Based on the results of the preceding chapter,
we introduce PTEBS as a negatively charged polymer to the layer-by-layer self-assembly
method and grow composite films by combining PTEBS with positively charged TiO2
particles. We chose the layer-by-layer method for the fabrication of the films to achieve
an intimate contact with a large interface area between the two phases.
In order to obtain functional photovoltaic devices, we grow the films on conductive
substrates and carry out further processing. We coat them with additional PTEBS
material to fabricate a homogeneous sample surface. Since the self-assembled composite
films are expected to be porous, according to the results in the preceding chapter, the
intention of the coating is also a filling of the pores to increase light absorption in the
films. On the polymer surface, we evaporate gold layers as ohmic back contacts.
We focus on well defined cell structures and reliable device performance, so that rela-
tionships between structure and performance can be investigated. Section 5.3 contains
the results of structural and electronic characterization experiments which we conducted
with these devices.
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5.2 Device fabrication and electronic structure
5.2.1 Electronic material properties
As mentioned above, we use PTEBS as an absorber and hole transport phase [38, 83].
The chemical structure of the compound, shown in Table 3.1, exhibits two features
that are relevant for the application intended here: Each monomer carries a negatively
charged sulfonate group which solubilizes the molecule in water and receives the elec-
trostatic forces acting during the self-assembly process [83]. Further, the conjugated
polythiophene type backbone of the polymer features delocalized electrons, inducing
semiconducting behaviour and a broad absorption band in the visible range. The sul-
fonate group is reported to induce self-doping of the polymer, creating charges on the
polymer backbone and contributing to its p-type behaviour [142]. Figure 5.1 displays
the absorption of PTEBS compared to PSS, which does not feature delocalized electrons
along the backbone and hence no absorption in the visible.














Figure 5.1: Normalized absorption of PTEBS (solid line) and PSS (dashed line).
The energy gap of PTEBS is Egap = 2.2 eV, and the energy positions of the LUMO
and the HOMO are estimated as 2.8–3.1 eV and 5.0–5.3 eV below the vacuum level,
respectively [83]. The transparent and quasi-metallic FTO with a work function of
WFTO = 4.4 eV will be used as the front electrode, and Au with a work function of
WAu = 5.2 eV as the back electrode [59]. The energy level structure of these materials
shown in Fig. 5.2 meets the requirements for photovoltaic operation, as outlined in
Section 2.3.3. We processed PTEBS from aqueous solutions with a concentration of
1.0 wt. % and an ammonium hydroxide content of 3 wt. %. Details on the processing
are given in the following section.













Figure 5.2: Heterojunction structure of a TiO2 / PTEBS cell.
5.2.2 Cell fabrication
Substrate preparation and thin film self-assembly
We used FTO coated glass slides from Nippon Sheet Glass as substrates. The clean-
ing procedures which we employed are described in Section 3.1. The cleaned and
hydrophilized samples were either used for the self-assembly process without further
processing, or they were coated with a thin film of compact anatase TiO2 before, as
described in Section 3.2.1. The function of this layer is to prevent contact between the
hole transport phase PTEBS and the FTO anode [143].
The samples, both with a compact TiO2 layer and without, were coated with the
layer-by-layer self-assembly process, using TiO2 nanoparticles in an acidic solution and
PTEBS in aqueous solution. The coating protocol described in Section 3.2.2 was re-
peated either 30, 60, 90, or 120 times. We also used type C samples grown with PDAC
which we annealed at 400◦C for 60 min in order to improve contact between the TiO2
particles.
Macroscopically homogeneous films were obtained. Figure 5.3 shows samples grown
using PSS and PTEBS as polyions. The bright red color of the PTEBS sample demon-
strates that polymers were incorporated in significant amounts and that the light-
absorbing properties were retained.
Polymer top layer fabrication
The structure of the PTEBS phase is crucial for hybrid device performance in several
aspects. First, it should penetrate the porous TiO2 film as a continuous phase for
efficient hole transport. This penetration has been observed for other types of poly-
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Figure 5.3: Samples grown with PSS (left) and PTEBS (right).
thiophene derivatives upon brief sintering [39, 87], but was not found by Qiao and
McLeskey for PTEBS [38]. Second, the top layer should be thick enough to cover the
TiO2 completely, in order to fabricate homogeneous contacts at the back electrode and
prevent the formation of recombination channels. Third, it should not be exceedingly
thick to avoid a high internal resistance limiting the photocurrents. A thin coating with
a uniform thickness is hence desirable.
When we employed conventional methods such as spin-coating, drop-casting, or the
doctor blading method [38] with aqueous PTEBS solutions, the requirements outlined
above were not met on a macroscopic scale. The samples showed areas colored both
dark and light, indicating inhomogeneous PTEBS film thicknesses.
Spin-coating (spinning speeds 800–1200 rpm), apart from wasting most of the applied
material, proved unsuitable for fabricating the top layer. PTEBS solution inevitably
accumulated at the edges during spinning, creating a gradient of coverage from the slide
center to the edges. This effect was aggravated when we used elongate slides. Increasing
the spinning speeds resulted in not enough material being deposited.
Drop-casting the top layer showed the opposite effect of too much material being de-
posited in the sample center. After dropping and an initial manual distribution, the
solution wetted the TiO2 film completely. During the evaporation process, however, it
showed a tendency to dewet and contract toward the center. Figure 5.4 a) displays a
sample where almost all polymer material was deposited in one central spot approxi-
mately 1 cm wide.
As a variation of the doctor blading technique, it was attempted to continuously re-
distribute the solution during the drying and contracting process using plastic pipette
tips. Little improvement with respect to film homogeneity was achieved, because, as
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the viscosity of the solution increased, the tip application itself created spots. Such
a deficient film quality renders reproducible characterization of electronic devices im-
possible. Devices fabricated in areas of thin coverage had either shorts or very low
photovoltages, and devices in areas with thick coverage had higher photovoltages but
very low currents. Figure 5.4 b) shows one of the best attempts at making films by
dropping and manually re-distributing the PTEBS solution.
a)
b) c)
Figure 5.4: Drop-cast PTEBS films: a) material concentrated in one central spot (on
a sample with an array of Au electrodes), b) inhomogeneous film fabricated by manual
re-distribution, c) homogeneous film fabricated using a wire frame.
We developed a variation of the drop-casting technique that utilizes the surface tension
of the PTEBS solution for the formation of a homogeneous film. A mask holding a set
of four crossed copper wires was built, which could be placed on top of a sample so that
the wires formed a frame around the area which had to be coated. The left image in
Fig. 5.5 shows the mask fitted with the four wires.
After dropping the solution, we spread it out between the wires so that the liquid was in
touch with them on all sides. The right image in Fig. 5.5 shows a sample on a heating
plate with the PTEBS solution spread between the wires. The solution strongly wetted
the wires at the edges of the sample surface, and it did not withdraw during the drying
process. Figure 5.6 shows a schematic of the setup. We will refer to this method as
‘frame assisted drop-casting’.
The forces resulting from the wetting of the wires ensured that the solution remained
spread out until all solvent had evaporated. The surface tension induced a very uniform
thickness of the solution film during this process. The thickness of the remaining solid
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Figure 5.5: Left: frame formed by four crossed metal wires used for drop-casting, right:
PTEBS coating procedure using the wire frame on a heating plate.
substrate
heterofilm
copper wire PTEBS solution film
Figure 5.6: Cross sectional schematic of the wire frame setup used for drop-casting.
PTEBS film was also very uniform on a macroscopic scale, based on observations of
color and light transmission of the films. Around the wires, small menisci of the solution
formed locally between the wires and the sample surface, so that more material was
deposited. This effect is displayed in Fig. 5.6. The width of the meniscus was less than
1 mm, so that the formation of large homogeneously coated areas between the wires was
not obstructed and the amount of additionally depositited material is small compared
to the total amount. A sample coated with our frame assisted method is displayed in
Fig. 5.4 c), showing the superior film quality compared to other coating methods.
The wire frame can be filled with different volumes of solution. This feature allowed
us to adjust the thickness of the top layer, simply by varying the solution amount.
The frame assisted method was used with elevated temperatures in order to accelerate
evaporation and increase polymer mobility and pore penetration.
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Cell layout and contacting
For all layer-by-layer coated samples we used FTO slides with dimensions 40× 12 mm2.
After all required coating steps, we made devices by fabricating 120 nm thick gold back
electrodes with dimensions 3× 6 mm2 on top of the PTEBS films. Au was deposited
in vacuum with a sputter coater or by metal vapor deposition. Figure 5.7 displays a
finished sample with five Au back electrodes defining five devices.
Figure 5.7: TiO2 / PTEBS sample with five 3× 6 mm2 Au electrodes.
In order to contact the FTO front electrode, the substrate was locally exposed by
removing the top layers. Next to the back electrodes, the film was scratched off on a
3 mm wide strip at the long edge of the slides. The coating of this strip with compact
TiO2 had been avoided by attaching an adhesive foil, as described in Section 3.2.1, since
the compact layer cannot be mechanically removed.
5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Film structure
Self-assembled porous layer
We investigated the surface structure of layer-by-layer self-assembled TiO2 / PTEBS
films with SEM. The resolution we obtained was lower than for the images shown in
Fig. 4.2, owing to a higher level of mechanical vibration. Figure 5.8 shows images of a
sample coated with 60 dipping cycles at different magnifications. The structure of the
TiO2 / PTEBS films resembles the structure of type B films, when the surface roughness
and the density of nanoparticle aggregates are compared. These two samples were both
grown with TiO2 nanoparticles in an acidic bath and with negatively charged polyions,
namely PSS and PTEBS. Hence, we believe that the structure of TiO2 / PTEBS films
is similar to type B samples investigated in the preceding chapter.
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Figure 5.8: SEM images of a layer-by-layer grown TiO2 / PTEBS film at different mag-
nifications. Width of the scanned area: 100µm (top left), 33µm (top right), 10µm
(bottom left), 5µm (bottom right).
The thickness of the films was measured by scratching off a thin line from samples
coated with 30, 60, 90, and 120 dipping cycles and measuring the resulting step
height with a profilometer. We observed linear growth and obtained a growth rate
of 20.2 nm/dipping cycle, which is similar to the type B growth rate reported in Sec-
tion 4.2.1.
The films’ light scattering properties and the surface structure observed with SEM in-
dicate that the films contain TiO2 nanoparticles in significant amounts. The PTEBS
content shows in the intense red color, as mentioned before. The film porosity was ana-
lyzed by investigating the penetration of PTEBS polymer, as described in the following.
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PTEBS top layer
A direct method to determine the penetration of PTEBS into the porous films is to
measure the overall thickness of composite films after a PTEBS top layer has been
fabricated on top of a porous layer. The higher the penetration, the lower will be the
total thickness.
We coated four samples with 2.4µm thick porous TiO2 / PTEBS films covering an area
of 3.0 cm2. Then, we fabricated PTEBS top layers with the frame assisted drop-casting
method described above, using different amounts of solution. We scratched off thin lines
of the films and measured the resulting step height with a profilometer at three different
locations. Figure 5.9 displays the mean and standard deviation of these measurements,
showing a linear increase in thickness, as well as a constant offset of 2.2µm. The linear
increase shows that the thickness increase per volume of solution was 0.0105µm/µl.
























PTEBS solution amount in µl
Figure 5.9: Linear fit of drop-cast PTEBS top layer thicknesses. Error bars are empirical
standard deviations. Linear fit equation: y = 2.200± 0.024 + (0.0105± 0.0003)x.
This result is not in line with the assumption that the pores are filled with PTEBS
completely. In that case, the total film thickness should not increase until the absorption
capacity of the pores is depleted. Assuming a porosity of 30%, a total solution amount of
69µl is necessary to fill the pores of the 2.4µm porous film covering 3.0 cm2. Therefore,
if the pores were being filled by polymers, no increase of the total film thickness would
be expected for solution amounts below 69µl. For larger amounts, a dense layer on top
of the filled porous layer would form and a linear increase of the total thickness would
be observed. In our case, in contrast, a thickness increase is observed already for much
smaller amounts of solution, indicating that the pores are not filled completely. The
offset of the linear growth obtained from the linear fit displayed in Fig. 5.9 is 2.2µm,
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200 nm less than the initial thickness of the uncoated film. For a porosity of 30%, this
difference, which is, however, inside the margin of error, indicates that PTEBS has
penetrated the porous film up to a penetration depth of 600 nm. We conclude that the
pore sizes of the porous films are too small for the formation of a continuous PTEBS
phase reaching deep into the films.
5.3.2 Photoelectronic characteristics
Photovoltaic effect
We fabricated our devices by sequential deposition of a compact TiO2 layer, a com-
posite polyion / TiO2 layer and a PTEBS layer in order to have a defined sequence of
contacts. Our methods to fabricate the active layer, layer-by-layer growth of composite
polyion / TiO2 films and frame assisted drop-casting of PTEBS layers, allowed to con-
trol the film thicknesses and gave cells with reproducible characteristics. We placed at
least four devices on each sample and compared their I/V curves. The exact procedure
to measure these curves will be described in the part on time resolved measurements at
the end of this section. All fabricated devices showed a diode characteristic in the dark
and a pronounced photovoltaic effect. The shapes and positions of the I/V curves were
very similar and reproducible for the devices placed on one sample, so that a systematic
analysis of relations between sample structure and fabrication and device performance
was feasible.
We used PTEBS / TiO2 films and annealed PDAC / TiO2 (sample type C) films for the
fabrication of the active layer by coating them with PTEBS top layers. Two examples
of the obtained I/V characteristics and their reproducibility are given in Fig. 5.10. The
graphs show the I/V curves of four individual devices on the same sample. All cells are
operational, and the characteristic parameters Uoc, Isc, and FF are similar, even though
not identical. Graph a) displays I/V curves from devices based on a PTEBS / TiO2
heterofilm, graph b) displays curves from devices based on a PDAC / TiO2 heterofilm.
Both samples show reproducible device characteristics.
Influence of layer thickness and processing temperature on cell performance
We systematically investigated the dependence of the cell performance on the thickness
of the individual layers. The reproducibility of the cell characteristics and thicknesses
required for this investigation was achieved by the design and methods described above.
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Figure 5.10: I/V curves in the dark (dashed) and in light (intensity 100mW/cm2,
solid) of four TiO2/PTEBS devices. TiO2 film grown with a) PTEBS, not annealed, b)
PDAC, annealed.
We analyzed the influence of the top layer thickness on cell performance by using
different amounts of PTEBS solution for drop-casting. We employed substrates coated
with 2.9µm thick porous TiO2 films which had been grown with PDAC and annealed
at 400◦C, as described above. The graphs in Fig. 5.11 display the arithmetic means
and standard deviations of the photocurrents Isc and photovoltages Uoc of four devices
on each sample. Each pair of Isc and Uoc values displayed in Fig. 5.11 is based on
a series of I/V curve measurements equivalent to the ones shown in Fig. 5.10. The
thickness of the PTEBS layer was calculated from the amount of solution used and the
amount-thickness relation obtained from the measurements displayed in Fig. 5.9.
The cell performance graphs displayed in Fig. 5.11 show broad maxima of both Isc and
Uoc for top layer thicknesses between 0.5 and 0.8µm. For both thinner and thicker
top layers, Isc and Uoc are significantly lower than the maximum values. The lowered
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PTEBS top layer thickness in µm
Figure 5.11: Photovoltages (red, open symbols) and photocurrents (black, solid sym-
bols) of hybrid devices with different thicknesses of the PTEBS top layer.
photocurrents and photovoltages for thin top layers are probably caused by insufficient
electron blocking properties, leading to recombination channels via the back electrode.
The photocurrent decrease for films thicker than 0.8µm can be attributed to increased
resistance of the films. The photovoltage decrease, however, cannot be explained by in-
creased resistance and could rather be induced by another mechanism limiting effective
charge separation, such as trapping or recombination of carriers in the PTEBS phase.
For the experiments described in the following, we kept the thickness of the PTEBS top
layer fixed at 520 nm, which produced the highest mean photovoltage in the experiments
described above. Instead, we varied the thickness of the porous layer. Figure 5.12
displays the relations between the thickness and the photovoltaic properties for the
different device types. We investigated devices based on both layer-by-layer grown
PTEBS / TiO2 films (triangles in Fig. 5.12) and annealed PDAC / TiO2 (type C) films
(squares). As in Fig. 5.11, each pair of Isc and Uoc values displayed in Fig. 5.12 is based
on a series of I/V curve measurements shown before.
Both types of devices showed a similar behaviour for different thicknesses of the TiO2
layer. Photocurrents (black, solid symbols) decreased when the thicknesses were in-
creased, while photovoltages (red, open symbols) increased. We attribute the former to
an increased resistance of thicker porous TiO2 films. The increased photovoltages can be
explained by an improved quality of the contact structure of the device, meaning that in
addition to the compact TiO2 hole blocking layer, a thick porous TiO2 film shields the






































porous layer thickness in µm
Figure 5.12: Photovoltages (red, open symbols) and photocurrents (black, solid sym-
bols) of hybrid devices based on porous TiO2 films grown with PTEBS (triangles) or
grown with PDAC and annealed (squares).
anode from photogenerated holes in the polymer phase. The devices based on annealed
type C films showed higher photocurrents than the ones based on TiO2 / PTEBS films.
Therefore, it stands to reason that the PTEBS incorporated during the layer-by-layer
process did not contribute significantly to charge generation. This finding indicates that
the PTEBS molecules incorporated during the layer-by-layer growth are not in contact
with each other and isolated from the continuous PTEBS phase where it does not pen-
etrate the pores. The transport of photogenerated holes from the ionized molecules to
the back electrode is hence not possible, so that the holes do not contribute to the ex-
ternal current. The devices with annealed TiO2 films (squares) probably benefited from
better film cohesion and faster electron transport. We do not expect better PTEBS
pore penetration and the creation of a larger interface to be the cause of the higher
photocurrents, since annealing decreases the pore sizes of nanoparticulate TiO2 films
[43].
As mentioned before, the sample temperature during drop-casting might influence the
degree of pore infiltration by increasing the polymer mobility, and thus also the cell per-
formance [39]. However, we did not observe any difference in performance between cells
fabricated at room temperature and at elevated temperatures of up to 70◦C. Addition-
ally, we attempted to increase pore infiltration by sintering devices after drop-casting
the top layer. We sintered a TiO2 / PTEBS device at 180◦C for 30 min under argon and
allowed the device to settle for 1 hr afterwards [87]. The cell survived the treatment
and showed similar I/V curves, however, the photocurrent was reduced, as shown in
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Fig. 5.13. Surprisingly, the device exhibited a region of negative differential resistance
(NDR), a phenomenon known from tunnel diodes. These diodes have a heavily doped
and very thin p-n junction which allows carrier tunneling for biases close to V= 0. For
increased forward voltages, the tunneling stops and a NDR region is created [144]. This
model cannot account for the NDR observed in our heterojunction devices, since the
band alignment does not allow tunneling for low voltages.
















Figure 5.13: I/V curve of a TiO2 / PTEBS device in white light before (black) and
after (red) sintering at 180◦C for 30 min.
I /V curve simulation and thin film resistance
We measured the current / voltage behaviour of a PTEBS / TiO2 device with a 2.9µm
TiO2 film annealed at 400◦C. The device had a Au electrode evaporated in vacuum.
The I/V curves of the device, which were obtained at a reduced white light intensity
of 20 mW/cm2, are shown in the top image in Fig. 5.14. The curves are smoother
than the ones obtained with devices with sputtered electrodes. In light, a photovoltage
Uoc = 0.75 V and a photocurrent of Isc = 1.27 µA/cm2 were observed. The behaviour in
forward bias is diode like as expected for a well defined heterojunction and described in
the Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, but in reverse bias it can apparently not be well described
by the diode model. Notably, the device showed a region with NDR in the reverse bias
region at -0.5 V.
The device behaviour in forward bias was simulated for data between 0 V and 0.85 V
with the diode model described in Section 2.2.1. A closed solution to equation (2.30)
was used as a fit function for a least squares fit with I0, n, Iph, Rs, and Rsh as fit
parameters, which we constrained to positive values. The fit results are displayed in
the bottom image of Fig. 5.14. The fit yielded a shunt resistance of Rsh=1.61 MΩcm2,
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which is in the range of p-n junction cells [48]. In the dark, we found an even higher
shunt resistance of Rsh=14.3 MΩcm2. For the serial resistance Rs, the fit procedure
gave a value of zero in both cases. At U = 1.0 V in light, we measured a curve slope
corresponding to a serial resistance of Rs = 500 Ω cm2, which we take as an upper limit
for the actual Rs. Devices with a TiO2 film that had not been annealed showed a
slope corresponding to Rs = 1 kΩ cm2. The reason that these comparably high serial
resistances are not clearly detected by the fit procedure is that they have little effect
on the shape of the I/V curves. When the current level is low, high serial resistances
have less effect than in the case of high currents, as one can see from a comparison of
the curves we simulated for different current levels, displayed in Fig. 2.8.

































Figure 5.14: I/V curves of a TiO2 / PTEBS device on different scales. Top: measured
curves in light (20 mW/cm2, solid line) and in the dark (dashed). Bottom: light/dark
curves measured (diamonds/triangles) and simulated (solid/dashed line).
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Influence of blocking layer
All devices described so far were fabricated with a compact TiO2 layer underneath the
porous film. However, the possibility of the hole conducting PTEBS not penetrating the
porous film, which cannot be ruled out from the thickness and current measurements
described above, raises the question whether the TiO2 hole blocking layer is necessary
at all.
Figure 5.15 shows the I/V curve measured in light (20 mW/cm2) of a TiO2 / PTEBS
device identical in structure to the one represented in Fig. 5.14, but fabricated with-
out a compact TiO2 layer. It shows neither a pronounced diode behaviour nor any
photocurrent, the behaviour around U= 0 V is rather ohmic, and the curve is almost
symmetric for negative and positive voltages up to U=±3 V. This finding leads us to
conclude that in this device no effective heterojunction was formed.
















Figure 5.15: I/V curve of a TiO2 / PTEBS device without a TiO2 hole blocking layer.
Comparing the photovoltaic performance of devices with (Figs. 5.10 and 5.14) and
without (Fig. 5.15) compact TiO2 layers indicates that hole blocking layers are a vital
component of our cell concept. Nevertheless, similar concepts yielded photovoltaic
effects even though no hole blocking layer was used [38]. Regarding the question of
whether the polymer phase actually penetrates the porous TiO2 film, this result implies
that some degree of deep penetration does occur.
Time-resolved measurements
When the voltage applied to TiO2 / PTEBS devices was changed or the illumination
switched on or off during measurements, a long-lasting rise or decay of the currents
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through the devices followed and did not settle before up to 30 sec. In the following,
we investigate this behaviour, explain the consequences for I/V curve measurements,
and give possible explanations. Figure 5.16 shows the current through a TiO2 / PTEBS
device while a 100 mW/cm2 illumination is switched on and off periodically and the
voltage across the device is kept constant at 0 V. At time = 0 sec, the light is turned
on and a negative current appears. However, it shows a continuous decay and does
not saturate before 20 sec later. The saturation current is approximately a factor of
three lower than the initial current. When the light is switched off at time = 40 sec,
the current rises to the positive, drops below zero, and then slowly approaches I= 0.
It does not, however, reach the expected saturation current of I= 0 even after another
40 sec, when the light is turned on again and the current behaviour repeats itself.


























Figure 5.16: Photocurrent changes in time in a TiO2 / PTEBS device upon switching
the light on (at 0 sec, 80 sec) and off (at 40 sec, 120 sec).
In order to determine the decay characteristics we recorded the device behaviour on
a longer timescale. We observed that the behaviour can be fitted well with a double-
exponential decay, while a single-exponential decay does not fit. Figure 5.17 shows
the measured current as well as the two fit functions. According to these results, the
current in this case consisted of a constant photocurrent of 0.01µA/cm2, and two other
components with characteristic decay times of 23.4 sec and 117.1 sec, respectively. We
conclude that the constant part is the sustained current of photogenerated electrons.
The two-component transient currents can be explained by two independent processes,
(i) electrons escaping from traps and (ii) ionic currents, the latter of which might play a
role because the PTEBS phase contains Na+ counterions. The exact mechanism could
not be determined, however, the possibility of ion rearrangements upon illumination
would offer further applications for PTEBS/TiO2 devices, as we explain below.
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Figure 5.17: Double-exponential (solid black line) and single-exponential (dashed black
line) fit of the current decay in a TiO2 / PTEBS device after the light is turned on (red
diamonds). Double-exponential fit: y= 0.029 exp(-x/23.4)+0.028 exp(-x/117.1)+0.011.
Current changes in time were also observed after voltage changes. During a typical
I/V curve measurement of our devices, the behaviour of the current is similar to the
cases depicted in Fig. 5.18. There, the voltage across a TiO2 / PTEBS device under
100 mW/cm2 illumination is ramped from negative to positive in the upper image and
from positive to negative in the lower image, with switching steps of ±0.05 V every
10 sec. Note that the sign of the time dependent current peaks depends on the ramping
direction.
The current changes in time displayed in the Figs. 5.16 and 5.18 require to take care that
the constant part of the current is isolated during I/V curve measurements. Otherwise
the curves would depend on the delay time between changing the voltage and measuring
the current. The transient behaviour shown in Fig. 5.18 requires measurement delay
times of more than 10 sec, since the currents do not saturate fully within this time. The
currents are apparently close to saturation, so that the I/V curve obtained with 10 sec
delay time would be closer to the ‘real’ behaviour than a measurement made with the
usual delay times in the range of milliseconds.
We took these observations into account for all I/V curve measurements we have de-
scribed in this chapter. After switching on the light source, device currents were allowed
to settle with the voltage kept constant. The I/V curves were recorded as time de-
pendent curves like the ones shown in Fig. 5.18. From these curves, we could check
whether current saturation had occurred. If it had occurred, the last current mea-
surement before the following switching was used in the curve, otherwise we repeated
the measurement with greater delays. Typical delay times were 10–30 sec for voltage
steps of 0.025 V. This procedure made I/V curve measurements very time-consuming,
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Figure 5.18: Current changes in time (black curve) in a TiO2 / PTEBS device in light
(100 mW/cm2) induced by voltage switching (red line).
so that a reasonable compromise between measurement time and accuracy of the abso-
lute magnitudes had to be made. We made sure, however, that the photocurrent and
photovoltage were determined correctly within the required precision.
As mentioned above, we believe that ionic currents play a role in the electronic be-
haviour of our devices. An alternative explanation would be a capacitive charging of
the device. However, the device behaviour observed in a control experiment cannot be
fully explained by capacitive properties. We measured the voltage across a device which
we kept in open circuit condition. It was first exposed to light (20 mW/cm2) and then
put in the dark. A few seconds after turning the light off, we short-circuited the device
for a few seconds to allow any capacitive charge to discharge. The time dependent
voltages measured during this procedure are shown in Fig. 5.19. The light was turned
on at point a), resulting in a voltage peak similar in shape to the current peaks de-
scribed above. The light was then turned off at point b), yielding another voltage peak
with opposite sign and a slower decay characteristic. During this decay, at point c),
we short-circuited the device and then returned it to open circuit condition. Naturally,
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the voltage disappeared during the short circuit period, but then reappeared. This re-
built voltage, in our opinion, cannot stem from electrostatic charges on the electrodes,
since these would have discharged during the short circuit. We believe that less mobile
















Figure 5.19: Voltage changes of a ‘photobattery’: the light is a) switched on, b) switched
off, c) the circuit is shorted and opened again after 1 sec.
The behaviour of the TiO2 / PTEBS device shown in Fig. 5.19 is comparable to a
battery which is charged by exposing it to light, and then slowly releases charges after
the light is switched off. The typical density of stored charges is rather low on the
order of 105 As/m3, as can be estimated from the transient photocurrents displayed in
Fig. 5.16. This charge density is four orders of magnitude lower than in commercial
batteries.
5.4 Summary and conclusions
We have found that functional polymers can be used as charged agents in the layer-by-
layer self-assembly process. We successfully combined two functional materials, n-type
TiO2 nanoparticles and the light-absorbing p-type polymer PTEBS in hybrid hetero-
films which we used as a basis for heterojunction devices. For the fabrication of polymer
top layers, a refined drop-casting method was developed which gave superior results in
terms of film homogeneity when compared to other solution based methods. The devices
fabricated with these methods showed reliable and stable photovoltaic performance.
We focused on relations between structure and properties of our devices. We were
able to do so because our method provided us with good control of layer thicknesses
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and produced very reliable cell properties, with defective cells being basically absent
when hole and electron blocking layers were included. We observed photovoltages of
0.6–0.9 V, which are on the order of the expected maximum defined by the effective gap,
the difference between the TiO2 CB and the PTEBS HOMO (estimated as 0.7–1.1 V
[59, 71]). The band structure of the device itself is not ideal, in the sense that the
effective gap is much smaller than the absorber band gap, see Fig. 5.2. The power
conversion efficiency of our cells was very low, the best results were on the order of
2×10−3 %. Cells fabricated with the same materials but different fabrication methods
were reported with higher photocurrents, but lower photovoltages in the literature [38,
83]. We believe that the low photocurrents are caused by inefficient charge separation
and inferior charge transport properties.
We investigated the influence of both the TiO2 and the PTEBS layers on charge trans-
port in the cell. Decreases in photocurrent were observed if any of the layers was thicker
than 1µm. Especially the thickness and structure of the TiO2 film had a significant
influence. Annealing these films reduced the overall device resistance by a factor of two,
improving the charge transport. Still, the resistance of the TiO2 film was probably too
high to allow for efficient cell operation.
We were able to draw conclusions regarding the rate of charge separation as the primary
determinant of cell performance by isolating the influence of resistances using I/V curve
analysis. The rate of charge separation in the cells was apparently low, indicating that
the effective interface area was small. Experimental evidence was ambiguous with
respect to the degree of pore filling by the polymer phase, which determines the size
of the interface area. We believe that individual channels of penetrating polymers are
formed, but that the overall infiltration is low.
Film thickness measurements suggest a penetration depth of PTEBS polymer on the
order of a few hundred nanometers. It might be that the layer-by-layer self-assembly
method produces a denser structure than other methods, limiting polymer diffusion.
The use of larger particles for the porous film, however, might give larger voids which
can be filled with polymers to a higher degree. The flexibility of the layer-by-layer
self-assembly method with respect to materials, which we have demonstrated in this
work, makes this a promising approach.
The investigation of the current / voltage behaviour yielded complex results with con-
stant as well as transient current components. The time-dependent currents may be
explained by movements of PTEBS counterions, which are a common feature of all
polyelectrolytes that could be used in layer-by-layer self-assembly. These ions might
act as traps for electrons, even though the electron density is small in p-type polymers.
Chapter 6
Quantum dot sensitized hybrid
photovoltaic devices
6.1 Outline
In Section 2.3.4, we discussed the unique properties of semiconductor QDs as an ab-
sorber material in solar cells. We also outlined a hybrid cell design with a heterojunc-
tion structure for the efficient separation of photogenerated excitons, see Fig. 2.22. The
experimental results reported in Chapter 5 demonstrate that with the layer-by-layer
self-assembly method, sensitizing polymers can be incorporated into nanoparticulate
TiO2 thin films.
In this chapter, we present experiments to incorporate QDs as sensitizers into TiO2
films, and use the films as electrodes in photovoltaic cells. We analyze these QD sen-
sitized devices with respect to the functionality of the sensitizers, and with respect to
the influence of device structure on the performance.
6.2 Device fabrication and electronic structure
6.2.1 Material properties
Quantum dot absorbers
The QDs used in this work were CdSe and CdTe nanocrystals capped with thioglycolic
acid (TGA), see Table 3.2 for the chemical structure. The capping carries negative
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charges on the carboxyl end group and solubilizes the QDs in water. The charges are
important for the self-assembly process which relies on electrostatic interactions between
different species. Further, the carboxyl end group is known as an efficient anchor group
on TiO2 surfaces and has been used for sensitization with dye molecules [145, 146].
Notice that the TGA capping of the QDs is much thinner than the commonly used
TOPO capping. For efficient charge transfer processes, the distance between an ab-
sorbing chromophore and the acceptor is important, since the spatial overlap of the
wavefunction of the donor state (e.g., the LUMO state of the chromophore) and the
acceptor state (e.g., an empty CB state of a semiconductor) affects the transfer rate
[25]. In our case, close contact between the chromophore, which is the core of the
colloidal QD, and the TiO2 acceptor is desirable. The effect of adding, e.g., alkane
spacer groups between perylene chromophores and TiO2 is an increase of the timescales
of electron transfer [147]. Spacers with up to two CH2 units, however, were shown to
allow for electron transfer times around 50 fs. For comparison, the lifetime of biexcitons
in PbSe QDs, described in Section 2.3.4, is on the order of picoseconds [31]. Therefore,
we expect the TGA capping of our QDs, with an alkane chain with only one CH2 unit,
to be thin enough to allow for electron transfer on a timescale shorter than exciton
annihilation. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the relative timescales of exciton separation
and recombination reactions crucially influence the efficiency of the charge creation in
excitonic cells.
The band gaps of both CdSe and CdTe are rather narrow in the bulk, with band gap
energies Egap of 1.73 eV for CdSe [148] and 1.5 eV for CdTe [149]. With mean diameters
of 3.0 nm (CdSe QDs) and 3.8 nm (CdTe QDs), both types of nanocrystals are in the
confinement regime, since the Bohr exciton radii in the bulk are 5 nm (CdSe) [148] and
7.3 nm (CdTe) [149], respectively. Hence, we expect shifts of the CB and VB positions
which result in an increased band gap energy. The masses of electrons in the CB and
holes in the VB calculated from the band dispersions arem∗e = 0.11m0 andm∗h= 0.44m0
for CdSe according to [95], and CdTe m∗e = 0.096m0 and m∗h= 0.4m0 according to [92],
where m0 is the rest mass of the electron. Hence, from equation (2.37), the shift of
the CB is expected to be about four times as large as the shift of the VB for both
materials. We note again that we will use the terms CB and VB for the electronic
levels of QDs even though they are spatially confined and discrete, corresponding to a
quasi zero-dimensional density of states.
The exciton binding energies of the materials are on the order of meV in the bulk,
15 meV for CdSe [150, 151] and 10 meV for CdTe [92]. In confined spaces, an increase
of the binding energies is expected [151]. Nevertheless, we will neglect the influence
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of the binding energies on the optical properties in the following, since they are small
compared to the observed band shifts.
The electron affinity (EA), the position of the CB bottom, is 4.79 eV for CdSe and
4.28 eV for CdTe in the bulk, respectively [152]. The ionization energy (IE), the position
of the VB edge, is calculated from these data using the relation
IE = EA + Egap (6.1)
as 6.52 eV for CdSe and 5.78 eV for CdTe. We will use these bulk values, the band
shifts predicted by equation (2.37), and experimentally determined band gaps of the
QDs to calculate the band structure of the dots. The corresponding experiments and
the results of the calculations will be given in Section 6.3.2.
Hole transport polymer
We used the fluorene-triarylamine co-polymer TFB shown in Table 3.1, which has been
used successfully in organic LEDs [153], as a hole conductor for our hybrid cells. It is
very well suited for our purpose for several reasons: (i) The HOMO level (IE = 5.3 eV
[154]) lies above the VB of both CdSe and CdTe, so that hole injection from both types
of QDs seems possible. (ii) TFB is p-type and has a comparably high hole mobility of
0.01 Vs/cm2 [155, 156], so that good hole transport properties are expected. (iii) Since
it is p-type, and from the position of the HOMO, the Fermi level position of TFB is
estimated close to the work function of Au electrodes (5.2 eV, [157]), so that a hole
injection barrier at the metal-organic interface is avoided [158]. (iv) The polymer has
a HOMO-LUMO gap of 3.0 eV [154] which makes it transparent to most of the solar
spectrum.
The benefit of using a transparent polymer is that the illumination of the QDs in the
device is increased, leading to more excitons being generated directly at the heteroint-
erface. Also, if the absorption spectra of the QDs and the polymer coincided, then both
species would generate excitons in the same wavelength region. It would then be im-
possible to identify the source of photogenerated carriers from, e.g., spectrally resolved
photocurrent measurements. The spectra will show photocurrents in the common ab-
sorption region, which could stem from separated excitons generated by absorption in
either of the two materials [37].
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Device electronic structure
We fabricated QD devices on FTO coated glass slides from Nippon Sheet Glass using
the layer-by-layer self-assembly method. FTO with a work function of 4.4 eV served
as a front electrode, and evaporated Au with a work function of 5.2 eV as a back
electrode. TiO2 nanoparticles (EA = 4.2–4.3 eV) sensitized with QDs were used as a
porous electron transport film. The structure of these devices is shown in Fig. 6.1.
The relative position of the Fermi levels of TiO2 and of FTO yields an ohmic contact
without significant injection barriers [59].
TiO2 nanocrystal




Figure 6.1: Structure of a FTO / TiO2 / QD / TFB / Au device.
The electronic properties of the electrode materials, of TiO2, of the absorber materi-
als, and of the hole transport polymer TFB can be combined into the tentative band
structure of our devices shown in Fig. 6.2. Notice that the diagrams are preliminary
and simplifying in several aspects: (i) The expected confinement effect in the QD ab-
sorbers is a priori not quantitatively known and therefore not taken into account in
the diagrams. (ii) The surface capping of the QDs might act as a CdS shell interfer-
ing with charge transfer [159], which is not shown. (iii) The transparent and isolating
polyions which were used for film fabrication are not displayed. We expect that suffi-
cient direct contact was made between the electronically functional materials, so that
charge transfer circumvented these molecules. (iv) Direct contact between TiO2 and
TFB, as a further simplification, is also omitted. (v) Any band bending caused by
Fermi level misalignment is neglected in this and in the following flat band diagrams.
This approximation is justified by the generally low charge carrier densities and by the
spatial interpenetration of n-type and p-type phases, which prevent the formation of
space charge layers known from p-n homojunctions [54].
From the level diagrams in Fig. 6.2, conclusions with respect to device operation can be
drawn, but they are preliminary owing to the simplifications mentioned above. The left
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Figure 6.2: Flat band diagrams of the materials used in QD sensitized devices, showing
the level positions in the bulk.
image shows the situation for CdTe as absorber material, the right image for CdSe. As
discussed before, the contacts between the electrodes and the semiconductors TiO2 and
TFB are expected to be ohmic, yielding efficient charge injection. Hole injection from
photoexcited QDs into the TFB hole conductor is allowed, while hole injection into
TiO2 is not allowed. The reason for this situation is that at the energy of the CdSe and
CdTe VB edge, the density of electronic states in TiO2 is zero, while a finite density of
states available for hole transfer is present in TFB. Electron injection into TiO2 seems
only allowed from CdTe, and not from CdSe, since the CdSe CB edge is below the
TiO2 CB. Still, the confinement in CdSe QDs might lift the CB above the TiO2 CB,
making electron injection possible. For CdTe QDs, the confinement is not expected
to yield qualitative changes of the relative band positions, so that charge injection is
expected for CdTe QDs, but uncertain for CdSe QDs. In any case, the effective gap of
the heterointerface will be determined by the difference between the TiO2 CB and the
TFB HOMO, which is calculated as 1.0–1.1 eV based on literature values.
6.2.2 Cell fabrication
Growth of QD / TiO2 films
The layer-by-layer self-assembly method described in detail in Section 2.4 was employed
to fabricate porous heterofilms of TiO2 nanoparticles and either CdSe or CdTe QDs on
FTO substrates, using the protocol described in Section 3.2.2. The devices were fab-
ricated with compact TiO2 underlayers as described in the Sections 3.2.1 and 5.2.2,
unless noted otherwise. We obtained very homogeneously coated, brightly colored sam-
ples, as shown in Fig. 6.3. The colors were brown for CdTe samples and orange for
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CdSe samples, very different from the CdTe solution color (dark red, opaque), but
similar to the CdSe solution color (light red, translucent). The incorporated amount
of QDs in the films was determined by surface composition analysis with XPS, and
will be described in Section 6.3.1. From this data, we calculated the total absorption
by the incorporated QDs, using experimentally determined extinction coefficients. We
observed photobleaching of the CdTe samples when they were left in air and ambient
light over weeks, but the CdSe samples were stable over several months.
Figure 6.3: Glass slides coated with TiO2 / QD (left: CdTe, right: CdSe) composite
films.
Annealing attempts of QD / TiO2 films
We attempted to anneal CdTe films in order to improve the contact between the par-
ticles and remove excess organic material. We heated samples to 450◦C in air, either
untreated or after a treatment with aqueous CdCl2 solution (highly toxic), or in Ar.
The CdCl2 treatment is reported to prevent oxidation of Cd compounds and is used
routinely to increase the performance of CdTe based solar cells [30, 160, 161]. CdCl2
was applied either by dropping a solution onto the samples, or by soaking them in
solution and slowly withdrawing the samples after 15 min.
All annealing attempts damaged the samples, as we observed from changes in sample
color and from XPS investigations of the chemical structure of the surfaces, displayed
in Fig. 6.5 in the results section. When sintered in air, the samples were bleached to an
almost white color. XPS revealed that both the Te 3d and Te 4d core levels were shifted
about 4 eV to higher binding energies, indicating the oxidation of CdTe to CdTeO3.
The oxidation cannot be observed in the Cd 3p and Cd 3d core levels [130]. The carbon
content was reduced significantly, indicating the burning of organic material to gaseous
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CO2. CdCl2 treatments only had a very limited effect in any case, yielding a slightly
darker sample color in some of the treated areas, but equivalent XPS signals indicating
CdTe oxidation. When sintered in Ar, the samples inevitably turned black. The carbon
content was not reduced, leading us to conclude that the organic content was carbonized.
Oxidation of CdTe was apparently avoided, since no shifts of the Te core levels were
observed.
Both carbonization and oxidation rendered the samples unusable for photovoltaic ap-
plications. The experiments were not repeated for CdSe samples, instead, all CdTe and
CdSe samples used in the experiments described below were not annealed.
Top layer fabrication
The structure requirements for the TFB hole transport phase are the same as for the
PTEBS phase discussed in Chapter 5. The porous QD / TiO2 structure should be filled
with polymers so that the QDs are contacted and charges can be transferred to the
back electrode. Further, the top surface of the samples should be covered with TFB
completely to ensure a homogeneous back contact.
We dropped between 25 and 50µl of a THF solution with 1.0 wt. % TFB onto a sample
area of 3.0 cm2. In order to distribute the polymers uniformly, we swept the long side
of a plastic pipette tip that was in contact with the solution back and forth, until the
solvent had evaporated. Unlike the doctor blading method [139], our method relies on
only very gentle pressure and continuous and rather fast sweeping. After this initial
distribution at room temperature, we placed the samples on a heater plate at 70◦C and
redissolved the polymers by dropping 100µl of pure THF onto the sample. We continued
the distribution of the solution by sweeping a pipette tip across the liquid film until
all THF solvent had evaporated. This two-step process gave functional TFB films with
a slightly inferior homogeneity when compared to samples prepared by the wire frame
method presented in Chapter 5. This method was not applicable here because the
adhesion of THF to copper wires is very low. On top of the polymer layer, Au back
electrodes with a thickness of 120 nm and dimensions of 3× 6 mm2 were fabricated in
vacuum by sputter coating or by metal vapor deposition.
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6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Film structure
We determined the thickness of self-assembled PDAC / TiO2 / QD films by scratching
thin lines of film off the sample and measuring the resulting step height by AFM. We
obtained a growth rate of 18.8 nm/dipping cycle. The total thickness of samples with a
drop-cast TFB layer on top was also measured by this method. We found a thickness
of the top layer of 10.2 nm per dropped µl of 1.0 wt. % TFB solution, comparable to the
results reported for PTEBS in Chapter 5.
We investigated the morphology of the bare self-assembled film by SEM. The images
displayed in Fig. 6.4 show a rough surface with individual aggregates of particles. Their
density, however, was much lower than on the surfaces of the TiO2/PDAC samples
(type C) described in Chapter 4. The cracks visible in the higher magnification image
probably appeared while the sample was dried by heating, and, since a porous film
structure is desirable, are not expected to decrease device performance. When the
samples were left to dry in air for a couple of weeks, the cracks led to the detachment of
parts of the film. In order to prevent this effect we processed the samples immediately
after self-assembly, which also prevented photobleaching permanently.
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6.3.1 Film structure
We determined the thickness of self-assembled PDAC / TiO2 / QD films by scratching
thin lines of film off the sample and measuring the resulting step height by AFM. We
obtained a growth rate of 18.8 nm/dipping cycle. The total thickness of samples with a
drop-cast TFB layer on top was also measured by this method. We found a thickness
of the top layer of 10.2 nm per dropped µl of 1.0 wt. % TFB solution, comparable to the
results reported for PTEBS in Chapter 5.
e investigated the morphology of the bare self-assembled film by SEM. The images
displayed in Fig. 6.4 show a rough surface with individual aggregates of particles. Their
density, however, was much lower than on the surfaces of the TiO2/PDAC samples
(type C) described in Chapter 4. The cracks visible in the higher magnification image
probably appeared while the sample was dried by heating, and, since a porous film
structure is desirable, are not expected to decrease device performance. hen the
samples were left to dry in air for a couple of weeks, the cracks led to the detachment of
parts of the film. In order to prevent this effect we processed the samples immediately
after self-assembly, which also prevented photobleaching permanently.
Figure 6.4: SEM images of TiO2 / CdTe QD films, top: dried rapidly in an oven, bottom:
slowly at room temperature, scan areas: 240× 160µm2 (left), 60× 40µm2 (right).
ig re 6.4: i ages of i 2 / e l s, to : rie ra i l i a o e , otto :
slo l at roo te erat re, sca areas: 240 160 2 (left), 60 40 2 (rig t).
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Surface composition analysis using the XPS data displayed in Fig. 6.5 was conducted to
quantify the amount of CdTe QDs in the films. We integrated the count rates of the peak
doublets of the core levels Ti 2p and Cd 3p and employed equation (4.7) using the ASFs
of 1.8 (Ti 2p) and 1.6 (Cd 3p) [162], and the relative densities of Cd and Ti atoms in
the two materials. A coverage ratio of 1.36:1 of Cd vs. Ti was obtained, indicating that
58% of the available TiO2 surface is covered with QDs. This approach is justified since
the escape depths of X-ray photoelectrons in both TiO2 (2.1 nm) and CdTe (1.2 nm)
are less than the particle sizes, so that only the first layer of particles at the film
surface contributes to the XPS signal [135, 163]. The calculated coverage decreased
to 51% when samples where annealed in air, as described in the preceding section,
indicating that TiO2 areas initially covered with organic material were exposed. This
value confirms that more than half a monolayer of QDs has formed, and it corresponds
to a ratio of 0.14 between the incorporated masses of CdTe and TiO2, if one takes
into account the different diameters and mass densities of the particles. This analysis
was not repeated for CdSe QD samples. Since the surface chemistry governing the
adsorption process is identical, we expect a similar coverage and a mass ratio of CdSe
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Figure 6.5: XPS signals from a TiO2/CdTe sample before (blue line) and after annealing
in air (red line) and Ar (black line) with the background signal removed and normalized
to the Cd 3d peaks.
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6.3.2 Photovoltaic behaviour
QD absorption and photocurrent action spectra
We measured the absorption spectra of CdSe QDs, CdTe QDs and TFB in solution and
the spectral current behaviour of sensitized cells, in order to determine the band gap of
the QDs and the spectral contributions of the respective materials to the photocurrents.
The results of absorption and photocurrent measurements with 60 layer devices are
displayed in Fig. 6.6 as a combined plot of arbitrarily scaled absorption spectra and the
photocurrent spectra, which we display as the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of
the cells. We calculated the EQE, a measure which is frequently used for the spectral




Here, Nelectrons is the number of electrons that contribute to the external current and
Nphotons is the number of photons striking the cell surface, within a time period t at a
certain wavelength. The number of electrons was determined by current measurements,
and the number of photons was calculated from the spectrum of the light source. The
colors of the graphs in Fig. 6.6 correspond to the different materials, brown for CdTe,
orange for CdSe, and grey for TFB.

























Figure 6.6: Absorption (dashed lines) of CdTe QDs (brown), CdSe QDs (orange), and
TFB (grey) in solution and EQE (solid lines) of CdTe QD devices (brown) and CdSe
QD devices (orange).
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The onsets of absorption are observed between 500 and 600 nm for the QDs in solution
(brown and orange dashed lines). We fitted Gaussian peaks to the rising edge of the
QD absorption and took the center of these peaks as the energy of the transition
with the lowest energy, which defines the optical gap of the dots. We found 516 nm
for CdSe and 615 nm for CdTe, respectively. These positions yield gap energies of
2.40 eV (CdSe) and 2.02 eV (CdTe), corresponding to increases from the bulk values
by 0.67 eV (CdSe) and 0.52 eV (CdTe). These properties clearly indicate confinement
effects, with the gap increase being larger in the CdSe dots, which are smaller in size.
According to equation (2.37), the EMA predicts the shifts of the CB and the VB as
inversely proportional to the effective masses of electrons and holes, respectively. Using
this result and the bulk data given in Section 6.2.1, we can calculate the band positions
of our QDs. The following table summarizes the band gap increase, the new band gap,
and the band positions relative to the vacuum level:
CdSe QDs CdTe QDs
∆Egap 0.67 eV 0.52 eV
Egap 2.40 eV 2.02 eV
ECB -4.25 eV -3.86 eV
EVB -6.65 eV -5.88 eV
The photocurrent generated by the CdSe QD cells in the region between 480 nm and
600 nm (orange solid line) provides further indication of confinement effects. The con-
tribution in this region can only stem from QD excitations, since neither TFB nor
TiO2 absorb beyond 480 nm. Therefore, confinement effects have apparently shifted
the CdSe CB from the bulk situation shown in Fig. 6.2 to higher energies, so that
electron injection from CdSe into TiO2 is possible.
Unexpectedly, the CdTe QDs do not contribute to the photocurrent (brown solid line),
even though their band positions would allow for both electron and hole injection.
Evidently, the CdTe devices did not produce any photocurrent in the region between
480 nm and 670 nm, where the QDs absorb light. The only region where photocurrent
is observed is between 320 nm and 480 nm, where TFB absorbs also. We believe this
photocurrent is generated by excitons that are created in the TFB phase and separated
at the TFB / TiO2 interface.
CdSe devices show their highest photocurrent in the region where both CdSe QDs and
TFB absorb, with a maximum EQE of 2.2% at 390 nm. We believe that a part of this
photocurrent is generated by absorption in TFB, with a magnitude corresponding to the
photocurrent of the CdTe cells which is entirely caused by TFB. However, CdSe QDs
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are expected to account for the major part of the photocurrent in the region below
480 nm. The photocurrent cutoff at 320 nm observed for both types of devices is due to
absorption by the glass front window.
The results of spectral measurements and the predictions of the EMA about the relative
magnitudes of the band shifts allow us to draw the band diagram shown in Fig. 6.7,
which depicts the level alignment in our devices. Arrows indicate observed excitations
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Figure 6.7: Flat band diagrams of QD devices with CdSe and CdTe QD band positions
shifted by confinement.
We emphasize that the band structure shown for CdTe devices does not explain the
absence of photocurrents. However, the existence of an effective CdS shell around
the CdTe core, as discussed in Section 6.2.1, can explain this observation. Charge
injection barriers between CdTe and TFB or CdTe and TiO2 may be formed by CdS,
since its band gap of 2.42 eV [165] is larger than the gap measured for the CdTe QD
core (2.02 eV). The strong photoluminescence observed for this type of CdTe particles
supports this explanation [120]. For CdSe QDs, a barrier may also exist, but it will be
much more shallow since the observed CdSe QD band gap is 2.40 eV.
The absorption of the composite films cannot be measured by optical spectroscopy
directly, because of the strong light scattering by TiO2 particles. We calculated the
absorbance of films with different thicknesses from the optical absorption of CdSe QDs
measured in solution and the spatial concentration of QDs in the films obtained from
XPS data in Section 6.3.1. Figure 6.8 shows the decadic absorbance A and the corre-
sponding transmission T calculated from T =10−A. The displayed results indicate that
close to the absorption edge, only 30% of the light is absorbed by the CdSe QDs in a
120 layer film, which is the thickest film we used, and correspondingly less in thinner
films. Below 400 nm, more than 50% of the light is absorbed in thick films.
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Figure 6.8: Calculated absorbance and transmission of films with a different number of
CdSe QD layers.
From the transmission T and the EQE defined by equation (6.2), the internal photon-
to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) was calculated to characterize the efficiency of
the QD absorbers [23, 139]:
IPCE = Nelectrons/t(1− T )Nphotons/t
(6.3)
Here, (1 − T )Nphotons is the number of photons that are absorbed by QDs. For a 60
layer CdSe device we calculated an IPCE of 3.8% at the absorption onset of the CdSe
QDs (510 nm). Since QD sensitization was observed for CdSe QD cells, I/V curve
characterizations with this type of cells were conducted and will be described below.
I /V curve characteristics and influence of film thickness
We fabricated CdSe QD sensitized cells with different thicknesses of both the porous
inorganic layer and the polymer top layer, and measured their characteristics with the
methods and equipment described in Chapter 3. Shorter delay times for I/V curve
measurements than for the PTEBS cells described in Chapter 5 could be chosen, since
no significant current changes over time were observed. Again, our cell fabrication
method reliably produced operational cells. Figure 6.9 shows typical I/V curves from
four devices placed on one sample with a 570 nm thick porous layer and a 250 nm thick
TFB top layer. The solid lines represent the current under 100 mW/cm2 white light
illumination, the dashed lines, almost identical to the zero current level for all displayed
voltages, were measured in the dark.
The curves measured in light show an S-like shape, characterized by a non-exponential
current increase in forward bias. Similar curve shapes were observed for most devices.
Also typical are the very low dark currents below the on-voltage, which was in the range


















Figure 6.9: I/V curves of four devices on one TiO2/CdSe QD/TFB sample in light
(intensity 100 mW/cm2, solid curves) and in the dark (dashed, very close to I= 0).
of 1 V. The photocurrents and photovoltages we measured for the devices depended on
the layer thicknesses, which we varied systematically. The results of these variations
are displayed in Fig. 6.10. The black lines and solid symbols are photocurrents, and
the red lines and open symbols are photovoltages measured for different thicknesses of
the porous TiO2 / CdSe QD layer, which are plotted on the x-axis. Different symbols
refer to different thicknesses of the TFB top layer, either 250 nm, marked with squares,
or 510 nm, marked with triangles. The error bars are empirical standard deviations.1
Each pair of Isc and Uoc values displayed in Fig. 6.10 is based on a series of I/V curve
measurements as shown in Fig. 6.9.
The highest photocurrents (solid black symbols) of up to 0.02 mA/cm2 were observed
for the thinnest porous layer (570 nm) combined with a thin TFB top layer (250 nm).
Isc decreased by a factor of five if either the TFB layer thickness or the porous layer
thickness was doubled. Doubling both thicknesses gave a decrease by a factor of 10.
Further increase of the porous layer thickness gave no systematic changes. Overall, the
current behaviour is similar to the observations of the TiO2 / PTEBS devices discussed
in Chapter 5, as the currents tend to decrease with increasing film thicknesses.
The photovoltage Uoc, on the other hand, showed comparably little variation with layer
thicknesses. Uoc maximum values above 1.1 V were observed for both TFB thicknesses
at the medium porous layer thickness of 1140 nm. The thicker TFB layers (red open
triangles) always gave a higher Uoc than the thin layers (red open squares). The smallest
1We note that the negative part of the Isc confidence interval of the 570 nm porous layer / 510 nm
TFB layer devices is, of course, not physical. Included photocurrents were all positive. The interval
extension into the negative is an artefact produced by the calculation of the Isc standard deviation as
stddev =
√
Σni (xi − x̄)2/(n− 1), which is not strictly valid since the Isc is not expected to be symmet-
rically distributed.
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Figure 6.10: Photocurrents (black, solid symbols) and photovoltages (red, open sym-
bols) of TiO2/CdSe QD/TFB devices for different thicknesses of the TiO2/CdSe QD
film (x-axis) and of the TFB top layer (squares: 250 nm, triangles: 510 nm).
mean value of Uoc of approximately 0.8 V was measured for thin TFB layers combined
with either very thin or very thick porous layers.
Apparently, the resistance of the individual layers has a dominant effect on the pho-
tocurrents. Thin films showed the highest currents, even though their absorption is
lower than the absorption of thick films. Therefore, the higher currents must be caused
by better transport properties. We believe that the thicker devices did not convert
the larger number of photogenerated excitons into current because the hole conducting
polymer TFB did not infiltrate the porous TiO2 / CdSe structure deep enough. The
device reproducibility was very high, especially for thick TFB top layers. These lay-
ers created the highest photovoltages, which matched or even slightly exceeded the
calculated effective gap of the TiO2 / TFB junction. A quantitative discussion of the
photovoltaic parameters will be given in Section 6.4.
Performance of sintered devices
We attempted to reduce the resistance of the films by sintering our devices at 250◦C
for 2 hrs. Higher temperatures were not used in order to ensure that the polymer films
were not damaged. Bare TiO2 nanoparticle films are usually sintered at temperatures
of 400–450◦C [56], but we expect an enhancement of particle connectivity and contact
between the phases also at lower sintering temperatures. Figure 6.11 shows the I/V
curve measured in 100 mW/cm2 illumination both before (dashed) and after sintering
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(solid). The unsintered curves have already been displayed in Fig. 6.9, and are shown
again here for comparison. The sintering dramatically changed the forward current
behaviour of all devices and also increased all photocurrents and fill factors. These
effects can be explained by a reduction of the serial resistance of the device, caused by
an improved contact between the particles or between the electrodes and the transport
phases.















Figure 6.11: I/V curves in light of four devices on one TiO2/CdSe QD/TFB sample
before (dashed curves) and after sintering at 250◦C (solid curves).
For a simulation of the I/V curve, we used a cell with a 280 nm thick porous TiO2 / CdSe
layer and a 250 nm thick TFB layer. The device had no compact TiO2 layer and was
sintered as described above. We measured I/V characteristics in 100 mW/cm2 light
and in the dark, and fitted the obtained curves using the diode model discussed in
Section 2.2.1. A closed solution to equation (2.30) was employed as a fit function with
I0, n, Iph, Rs, and Rsh as fit parameters, which we constrained to positive values. The
light and dark curves were fitted with different sets of parameters and are displayed in
Fig. 6.12.
For the illuminated device, we obtained Rs = 3.8 kΩcm2 and Rsh = 21 kΩcm2 for the
device resistances. The shunt resistance Rsh is about a factor of 20 higher than in
commercially available multicrystalline Si cells and therefore very satisfactory. Since
high recombination rates are associated with low shunt resistances [166], recombination
is apparently low here. The serial resistance, in contrast, falls dramatically short of the
conductivity required for efficient operation. E.g., highly efficient silicon cells typically
have serial resistances in the range of 0.5-1.3 Ωcm2 [48, 167]. This deficiency reduces
power output considerably. In the dark, both resistances were even higher, we found
Rs = 12 kΩcm2 and Rsh > 10 MΩcm2.
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Figure 6.12: Measured I/V curves of a TiO2/CdSe QD/TFB device in light (red dia-
monds), in the dark (black triangles), and fitted curves (diode model, solid lines).
The curve parameters of the I/V curve displayed in Fig. 6.12 are Isc = 0.058 mA/cm2,
Uoc = 1.08 V, and FF = 31% in white light. Combined according to equation (2.34),
they give a power conversion efficiency of η= 0.020%. The IPCE calculated according
to equation (6.3) was 14.2% at the absorption onset of the CdSe QDs (510 nm), indi-
cating that one in seven absorbed photons contributed to the external current. The
photovoltage matches the effective gap of the cell and is also very satisfactory in abso-
lute terms. The curve shape gives a rather low FF, but the dominating factor limiting
cell performance is the photocurrent.
The curve measured in light shown in Fig. 6.12 is very similar to the simulated dot-
dashed curve in the top image in Fig. 2.8. From a comparison with the long dashed
simulated curve in that image, it is evident that lowering the serial resistance dramati-
cally to 0.5 Ωcm2 will increase the photocurrent by merely 0.006 mA/cm2. Apparently,
the photocurrent of our cells is low not only because of the high serial resistance. Higher
currents also require an improvement of independent factors such as the rate of car-
rier generation. If one achieves higher generation rates, then the high serial resistance
will have an effect, as depicted in the middle and bottom images in Fig. 2.8. E.g., for
the highest photocurrent, depicted in the bottom image, lowering the serial resistance
to 0.5 Ωcm2 will increase the photocurrent by more than 5 mA/cm2. Therefore, both
the serial resistance and the carrier generation rate need to be addressed to increase
performance.
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6.4 Summary and conclusions
A combination of the layer-by-layer self-assembly method and drop-casting techniques
was employed to fabricate hybrid heterojunction devices. All processing steps resulted
in macroscopically homogeneous heterofilms. We used TiO2 nanoparticles, colloidal
CdX QDs (X = Se or Te), and TFB polymer as active components. The band alignments
of these materials favor charge separation at the interfaces. The produced devices
showed a pronounced photovoltaic effect and very reproducible and stable performance
over months. From photocurrent action spectra we observed that CdTe QDs did not
contribute to the generation of charge carriers. We attribute this finding to interface
barriers created by the QD capping layer. CdSe QDs, in contrast, contributed to the
photocurrents by carrier injection. The CdSe CB was shifted by confinement effects so
that it allowed for carrier separation at the TiO2 / CdSe QD / TFB interfaces.
Devices performed best when the active layer thickness was below 1µm. High se-
rial resistances of thicker films apparently limited the photocurrents. We found that
brief sintering at 250◦C improved device performance significantly and changed the be-
haviour in forward bias, indicating a reduced serial resistance. Fitting the observed
I/V curves with the diode model from Section 2.2.1 revealed that the serial resistance
of Rs = 3.7 kΩcm2 was still too high to allow for efficient cell performance. Annealing
the nanoparticle film in order to reduce the resistance was not successful, since the QDs
did not survive the heating process.
We observed photovoltages of up to 1.15 V, indicating a well defined contact structure of
the devices. High shunt resistances were measured, proving that carrier recombination
in the devices was low. The photocurrents of up to 0.058 mA/cm2 obtained for sintered
devices were almost one order of magnitude higher than in TiO2 / PTEBS devices.
We believe that this difference is caused by both better hole transport in the TFB
polymer and higher rates of charge injection at the interface. The hole mobility in TFB
is more than two orders of magnitude higher than the value of 6×10−5 cm2/Vs reported
for poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), a polymer with a chemical structure similar to
PTEBS [155, 168]. Higher rates of charge injection can be explained by a more efficient
charge separation at the TiO2 / CdSe / TFB double-heterojunction. The higher rates
were achieved even though the amount of absorber material was only a sub-monolayer
on the TiO2 surface, and not a bulk film as in the TiO2 / PTEBS devices.
The measured power conversion efficiency of CdSe QD sensitized devices was up to
η= 0.020%. Limiting factors include insufficient absorption and low overall carrier gen-
eration efficiencies. Low values of the EQE with the maximum of a typical device found
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at 2.2% indicated that the area of the charge separating interface was small. We believe
that the porous heterofilms were not infiltrated completely by the hole conducting poly-
mer. The carrier injection efficiency of colloidal CdSe QDs was calculated as an IPCE
ratio of 14.2% at the absorption onset for very thin devices. This property also leaves
space for device improvement. The performance of our cells is comparable to other
cell concepts based on TiO2 and polymers as conducting phases [169, 170], while cells
with bulk QD phases performed significantly better [30]. We expect that a complete
interpenetration of the semiconducting phases will improve performance considerably
[39, 87]. Thicker films in the range of several micrometers with higher overall absorp-
tion could be used, if the film resistances are reduced significantly, e.g., by a sintering
process which avoids oxidation of the QDs.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and outlook
In this work we investigated the potential of the electrostatic layer-by-layer self-assembly
method with respect to the fabrication of solid state photovoltaic devices. The layer-
by-layer growth process was improved so that it reliably produced macroscopically
homogeneous thin films with controlled uniform thicknesses. Hybrid films composed
of n-conductive, photocatalytic TiO2 nanoparticles and polymers were grown with the
self-assembly method and showed favorable structural properties in terms of the size
and accessibility of the internal surface, the film composition, and light-scattering prop-
erties. In a second step, we grew films with incorporated light-absorbing polymers and
semiconductor QDs with electronic level structures matching TiO2. The self-assembly
method proved to be very flexible with respect to materials as long as electrostatic inter-
action is present. This finding opens up a variety of constituent materials with useful
optical properties, since ionic groups could possibly be added chemically to various
light-absorbing particles and molecules without losing their optical properties.
We fabricated hybrid photovoltaic devices by further processing the layer-by-layer grown
sensitized films, and characterized their electronic behaviour. Our methods produced
highly reliable and very stable photovoltaic devices. We obtained comparably high
photovoltages indicating a good choice of materials and well defined device structures.
TiO2 / PTEBS cells showed photovoltages of up to 0.8 V, but the photocurrents were
below 0.01 mA/cm2 and the power conversion efficiencies were on the order of 2× 10−3 %
in standard illumination. We investigated the influence of device thickness and high
temperature treatments on cell performance and concluded that low photocurrents were
caused by incomplete interpenetration of the n-type and p-type phases and also by high
film resistances. Further research work is necessary to increase the effective interface
area formed during polymer drop-casting.
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QD sensitized films were used to fabricate TiO2 / CdX / TFB (X = Se, Te) devices. Ef-
fective sensitization by QDs could be proved for CdSe, and ruled out for CdTe by
spectral measurements. The CdSe devices showed photovoltages of up to 1.15 V and
photocurrents above 0.05 mA/cm2, but TiO2 / CdSe QD film thicknesses above 1µm
considerably reduced the latter. Sintering had a significant influence on cell charac-
teristics and increased the power conversion efficiency to 0.020%. We attribute the
conversion efficiencies, which exceed the performance of TiO2 / PTEBS devices by one
order of magnitude, to better p-type conductivity of the polymer and more efficient
charge injection by the QDs. An increase of the interpenetration of n-type and p-type
phases is again expected to raise the performance significantly. Further, increasing the
conductivity of nanoparticulate films by, e.g., annealing remains a critical issue, since
the oxidation of QDs has to be prevented in the process.
The structure of the hybrid devices needs to be improved in terms of particle contact
and phase interpenetration. Polymer diffusion into the porous films could be increased
by using larger particles and increasing pore sizes, or by reducing polymer molecular
weight. The power conversion efficiency of a cell with the desired structural properties,
i.e., a large interface area and efficient charge carrier transport, will depend crucially
on the performance of the absorber materials. The requirements for efficient sensitizers
include the following: (i) A high absorption cross section, which allows to keep the total
film thicknesses and resistances low, (ii) an efficient charge injection behaviour, which
is influenced by the shape and position of electronic donor and acceptor states, and (iii)
a spectral absorption range reaching into the infrared combined with a mechanism to
suppress thermalization losses in the high energy spectrum.
An exploitation of the charge carrier multiplication effect induced by confinement in
several types of QDs could utilize excess energy of high energy photons and minimize
thermalization, if multiple excitons are separated with high efficiencies [31–33]. This
feature is most significant for small band gap, e.g., lead sulfide QDs absorbing in the
infrared [109, 171–173], which make most of the solar spectrum accessible for photo-
voltaic energy conversion. Composite CdSe / CdTe QDs with tetrapod shape have been
reported to feature spatially separated CB and VB, opening the perspective of highly
efficient exciton separation [174]. We believe that the components and production
methods described in this work represent a flexible cell design to utilize the novel
optical properties of nanostructured materials for solar energy conversion.
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